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ÃUO²Š« “Ëd�« Æœu³� ÃUO²Š« ©vł—Uš® ÊUÐ“ tÐ d²AOÄ

Áb?�“ ÈU‡N�UÐ“ b¹UÐ ÆXÝ«Ït?‡?�U‡�d‡Ð Ëe‡ł UO�œ Ï U?GOK³ð 

U� È«b+ t, X-O� “Ëd¹œ q¦� “Ëd�« ìbýUÐ ”—«b�

Ê«d?¹« —œ r?O�«uðÅv� U� “Ëd�« ÆX5—Åv/ ÊËdOÐ Ê«d¹« “«

ÆrOM, mOK³ð Èd~¹œ ÊUÐ“ UÐ UO�œ ÈUł tL¼ —œ Ë rOýUÐ

�ò vMOLšÅÂU�«bÒÝÅ”dÒA�«ÅÁÒån¹d



Âd²×� —UJL¼

ö¹– t, Ábý t²5dÖ dE� —œ vHK²A� ÈUNAAÐ UNÐU², s¹« ÈUNÝ—œ rOEMð —œÎf¹—bð ‘Ë— Ë ·«b¼« Õdý tÐ 

f?¹—b?ð Áu?O?ý ¨gAÐ d¼ “« dE�œ—u� ·«b¼« “« v¼UÖ¬ UÐ Âd²×� Ê«dOÐœ r¹—«ËbO�« Ë r¹“«œdÄÅv� UNAAÐ “« p¹ d¼

ÆbMM¹eÖdÐ Ê¬ ‘“u�¬ È«dÐ «— VÝUM�

g�Ð (New Words)A∫ b?¹b?ł  U?GO UÐ Ê«“u�¬Åg�«œ s²šUÝ UMý¬ gAÐ s¹« tz«—« “« ·b¼ Reading

“« ÁœU?H?²?Ý« U?Ð r?K?F?� Æœd?O?Ö  —u?+ v?Ý—U?5 ÊU?Ð“ “« ÁœUH²Ý« ÊËbÐ ÊUJ�ô«Åv²Š —U, s¹« t, XÝ« s¹« rN� ÆXÝ«

¨d¹uBð Êœ«œ ÊUA� ¨‰UF5« Êœ«œ ÊUA� È«dÐ  U,dŠ “« ÁœUH²Ý« ¨Tý Êœ«œ ÊUA�®  UGO ‘“u�¬ nK²A� ÈU¼ÅpOMJð

“« ÁœU?H?²?Ý« U?Ð Ë œ“u?�¬Åv?� Ê«“u?�¬Åg?�«œ tÐ «—  ULK, vMF� ©ÁdOž Ë œUC²� ¨·œ«d²� Êœ«œ ¨ÁœUÝ ÈU¼Ån¹dFð tz«—«

»«uł Ë ‰«RÝ ¨uÖËÅXHÖ  —u+ÅtÐ «— v-OK~�« ÊUÐ“ “« ÁœUH²Ý« ÊUJ�« Ë X+d5 ¨XL-\ s¹« —œ Ábý Áœ«œ  öLł

Áu×� Ë ÁœuL� r¼«d5 ìËÏq�«uŽ tÐ tłuð UÐ b�«uðÅv� rKF� XÝ« vN¹bÐ Æb¼œÅv� ‘“u�¬  öLł —œ «—  ULK, œdÐ—U, 

Æb¼œ —«d\ ÁœUH²Ý« œ—u� eO� «— Èd~¹œ  öLł ¨ÂËeO  —u+ —œ ¨nK²A�

g�Ð (Reading)B∫ Ê«“u�¬Åg�«œ È«dÐ tłËÅêO¼ tÐ b¹U³� ”—œ s²� ÆXÝ« Ê¬ „—œ Ë s²� Êb�«uš ·b¼

Ë bM�«uAÐ v-OK~�« ÊUÐ“ tÐ «— vM²� Ê«“u�¬Åg�«œ t, XÝ« s¹« —uEM� ¨X-O� åtLłdðò ‘“u�¬ ·b¼ Æœuý tLłdð

nK²A�  UJ� tL¼ b¹U³� rKF� ÆbMM, „—œ È—œU� ÊUÐ“ tÐ qÝuð ÊËbÐ ÊUJ�ô«Åv²Š «— Ê¬  öLł vMF� bMM, vFÝ

U?�U?OŠ« t, «— È—u²ÝœÎ U?×?O?{u?ð Æb?¼œ `?O?{u?ð Ê«“u?�¬Åg�«œ È«dÐ XÝ« Áb�¬ UNAAÐ d¹UÝ Ë s²�  öLł —œ 

 —œ t, XÝ« vðUJ� ÁœËb×� —œ UNMð È—u²ÝœE Ë Dö³\ t, v³OUD� ÊuÇ t²³O« ÆÁbý ÕdD� ÎVOU\ —œ Ábý f¹—bð 

U³ðd� ”—œ nK²A� ÈUN²L-\  öLłÎÆXÝ« È—Ëd{ Ê«“u�¬Åg�«œ È«dÐ UN�¬ s²-�«œ ̈ b�uýÅv� —Ëd� Ë t²5— —U, tÐ 

g?�Ð D Ë (Speak Out, Write It Down) E∫Áb?ý Õd?D?� ”—œ È—u?²?Ýœ  U?J?� ¨U?N²L-\ s¹« —œ 

Á—Ëœ v?-?O?K?~?�« V?²?, b?M?�U?� ¨È—u²Ýœ  UJ� f¹—bð —œ ¨XÝ«Ïq?Š«d?� q?�U?ý t?, v?¹U?¼Ås?¹d?Lð VKž« ¨v¹ULM¼«— 

Repetition ̈Substitution ̈Transformation Ë ProductionÆXÝ« Ábý Áb�U−MÖ »U², s¹« —œ býUÐÅv� 

¨s²ýu� XÝ—œ XNł XÝ« È«ÅtKOÝË tJKÐ Áœu³� å·b¼ò œuš Èœuš tÐ ÊUÐ“ —u²Ýœ t, Xý«œ tłuð b¹UÐ

—œ Ábý ÕdD� È—u²Ýœ  U×O{uð t, bMýUÐ t²ý«œ tłuð Âd²×� Ê«—UJL¼ ÆÊœd, X³×+ XÝ—œ Ë Êb�«uš XÝ—œ

ÅÅ® årKF�ò tÐ »UDš »U²,To the teacheråkHŠò «—  U×O{uð s¹« Ê«“u�¬Åg�«œ Xý«œ —UE²�« b¹U³� Ë býUÐÅv� ©

ÆbM¼b� œU¹ Ê«“u�¬Åg�«œ tÐ «— vðUJ� XÝ« Ábý ÕdD� »U², —œ t, v³OUD� ÁœËb×� “« Ã—Uš tłËÅêO¼ tÐ Ë bMM,

g?�Ð (Language Functions)F∫ÿU?×?O “« Ê«“u?�¬Åg?�«œ È«d?Ð b?¹U?³?� X?L-\ s¹«  öLł È«eł« 

“u?M?¼ Ê«“u?�¬Åg?�«œ t?, œ—«œ œu?łË v?ðU?J?�  ö?L?ł vCFÐ —œ Æb�uý `¹dAð Ë t²5dÖ —«d\ Y×Ð œ—u� È—u²Ýœ

ÕdD� ÈU¼ÅXOF\u� tJKÐ ÆbMM, kHŠ —«ËÅvÞuÞ «— »U²,  öLł sOŽ XÝ«uš Ê«“u�¬Åg�«œ “« b¹U³� Æb�«Åt²šu�UO�

bM�«u²Ð Ê«“u�¬Åg�«œ œuš b¹UÐ X¹UN� —œ ÆœuL� s¹dLð gI� ÈUH¹« sL{ Ë “u�¬Åg�«œ UÐ vFO³Þ  —u+ÅtÐ b¹UÐ «— Ábý

ÆbMM, X³×+ d~¹bJ¹ UÐ nK²A� ÈU¼ÅgI� —œ XL-\ s¹«  öLł ”UÝ«dÐ

g�Ð (Pronunciation Practice)G∫  ULK, ¨·ËdŠ `O×+ kHKð UÐ Ê«“u�¬Åg�«œ s²šUÝ UMý¬ ·b¼

U?L?K-� ÆXÝ«  öLł ËÎU?�U?O?Š« Ë s?¹dLð Ë —«dJð  —u+ÅtÐ b¹UÐ f¹—bð Îv?M?F?� s?²-�«œ Æœuý ÂU−�« VOUł ÈUN¹“UÐ 

ö³\ t, vðULK,ÎÆX-O� È—Ëd{ ÁbA� f¹—bð 

g�Ð (Vocabulary)I∫tłuð UÐ ÆXÝ« Ábý Áœ—Ë¬ U³HO« ·ËdŠ VOðdð tÐ ”—œ b¹bł  UGO gAÐ s¹« —œ 

Á—Ëœ v?-OK~�« ÊUÐ“ V², VOUD� ◊U³ð—« tÐÏÁ—Ëœ v-OK~�« ÈUNÐU², VOUD� UÐ ÊU²ÝdOÐœ ÏÂd?²×� Ê«dOÐœ tÐ ¨v¹ULM¼«— 

Á—Ëœ ÈUNÐU², rN�  UJ� vKOB×ð ‰UÝ È«b²Ð« —œ ÆœuýÅv� tO+uðÏÊ«“u�¬Åg�«œ Ë Áœd, —Ëd� ”ö, —œ «— v¹ULM¼«— 

v�UFð tL'Ð



ÆbM¹UL� ÁœU�¬ »U², s¹« ŸËdý È«dÐ «—

ÊU?Ð“ d?ðb?O?H?� ‘u?�¬ —u?E?M?�Åt?Ð t?�«œ« —œ sOMÇÅr¼ ÆbýUÐÅv� rKF� ÈULM¼«— Ë vðu+ vý“u�¬ —«e5«ÅÂd� È«—«œ »U², s¹«

ªr¹—«œÅv� ·uDF� v-OK~�« ÊUÐ“ ‘“u�¬ “«b�«ÅrAÇ tÐ«— Âd²×� Ê«—UJL¼ ULý dE� ¨p¹œe� ÁbM¹¬—œ v-OK~�«

v'OK~*« ÊUÐ“ ‘“u�¬ “«b*«ÅrAÇ

ÐU ODn Ë �bœ «ONv¨ ¼L-u ÐU Ðd�U�tÅ—¹eÈÅ¼UÈ łb¹b Ðt �MEu— Ð-²dÝU“È �MUÝV Ðd«È «¹−Uœ ð×u‰ ÐMOUœ¹s œ— �EUÂ

¬�u“ýv ‡‡ ðdÐO²v ,Au— ̈œ— ÖdËÁ “ÐUÊÅ¼UÈ šU—łv œ5²d Ðd�U�tÅ—¹eÈ Ë ðQOOn ,²V œ—Ýv¨ �Ed¹t Ë —Ë¹JdœÈ �u¹s Ë �u¬Ë—«�t

�u—œ ðułt +UŠVÅ�Ed«Ê Ë ,U—ýMUÝUÊ \d«— Öd5XÆ

¨v?²?O?Ðd?ð ‡‡ vý“u�¬ ÈU¼ÅXOOUF5 v~�u~Ç Ë v¹«dÇ ¨v²-OÇ tÐ s²š«œdÄ XOL¼« tÐ tłuð sL{ ¨œdJ¹Ë— s¹« —œ

Åt�UÖ—UNÇ ÈU¼Å —UN� ÊU�√uð Ë vHO, ‘“u�¬Ï‘“u?�¬ È“UÝÅvHO, Ë ©s²ýu� Ë Êb�«uš ¨s²HÖ sAÝ ¨Êœ«œ ‘uÖ® v�UÐ“ 

b�eO� ÈdOÖœU¹ ÈU¼Å —UN�Òv?¼U?~� UÐ Ë ¨uÝÅp¹ “« t�ULOUŽ Ë t�ö\UŽ ¨t�«dJH²� b¹UÐ ÊUÖb�dOÖ«d5 ¨U²Ý«— s¹« —œ ÆXÝ« dE�

ÆbMM, È“u�¬Å —UN� ¨t�U¼UÖ¬ Ë t�ôUF5 ¨d~¹œ v¹uÝ “« —«b� ‘“—« Ë bML5b¼ ¨t¹uÝËœ

U5uJýœuš Ë —u×� qIFð ̈ «dÖdJHð ÈœdJ¹Ë— b¹bł vÝ—œ ÈU¼Å»U², nOOQð ̈ ÈdD5 vÝUMýÅv¹U³¹“ tÐ vÐU¹ÅXÝœ —uEM�ÅtÐ

ÆXÝ« bO,Qð œ—u� —«cÖdOŁQð Ë t¹uÝËœ ̈ —«œUMF� ̈ U¹uÄ ̈ ‰UF5 ̈ bML5b¼ ̈ —«b�Å‘“—« ̈ ◊UA� UÐ ̈ rOUÝ vÞU³ð—« œU−¹« Ê¬ —œ Ë œ—«œ

vIDM� ¨v²5dF� ‡‡ vLKŽ v¼U~� “«¨v-OK~�« ÊUÐ“ Áó¹ËÅtÐ vł—Uš ÈU¼ÅÊUÐ“ ÈU¼Å»U², nOOQð œdJ¹Ë— ¨b¹bł ÈU¼ÅÈe¹—Åt�U�dÐ —œ

ÊUÐ“ ‘“u�¬ È“UÝÅvHO, ̈ t�U�dÐ s¹« Æœ—«œdÐ —œ «— ÊU�ÅvK� ‡‡ v�öÝ« v²¹u¼ ÈU¼Å‘“—« l\«Ë —œ t, XÝ« —«œ—ušdÐ v~M¼d5 Ë

Æb¼œÅv� gýuÄ eO� ì Ë ÈbM¹«d5 vÐU¹Å‘“—« ¨v¼œœU¹Å‘Ë— ¨«u²×� ¨·«b¼« rOEMð tÐ X³-� ÈbOŠuð výd~� UÐ «—

ÈUC5 —œ ÊUÖb�dOÖ«d5 Æb�uýÅv� ÈœdÐ—U, Ë b�Ë—Åv� d²AOÄ rO¼UH� “d� “« v²OÐdð ‡‡ vý“u�¬ ÈU¼ÅÂUOÄ ̈ œdJ¹Ë— s¹« —œ

ÅÁbMM,Å·dB� ̈ ”—œ ”ö, Ë v²OÐdð ‡‡ vý“u�¬ÏÈ«u²×� dÖÅqOK×ð Ë b\U� bM�«uðÅv� œuš tJKÐ ̈ bM²-O� v²5U¹—œ  UŽöÞ« ·d+ 

ÆbMM, v¹«e5«År¼ Ë bM¹«eHOÐ —«œUMF� v²,—UA� —œ ÈuMF� ‡‡ vLKŽ ÈU¼ÅXOOUF5 ÈbM¹«d5 bý— dÐ Ë bMýUÐ vý“u�¬

Ë —U?, »U?²?, ¨v?K?+« l³M� Ê«uMŽ tÐ vÝ—œ »U², dÐ ÁËöŽ ¨v²OÐdð ‡‡ vý“u�¬ ÈU¼Åt²-Ð b¹bł ÈU¼ÅÈe¹—Åt�U�dÐ —œ sOMÇÅr¼

ÈU¼ÅX¹UÝ v5dF� tKLł “« Èd~¹œ qLJ� Ë v³�Uł ÈU¼ÅXOOUF5 Ë ̈ rKF� ÈULM¼«— »U², ̈ ÊUÖb�dOÖ«d5 È“u�¬œuš È«dÐ vý“u�¬ —«e5«ÅÂd�

ÆXÝ« tłuð œ—u� eO� ì Ë b¹bł  «bOOuð Ë v²OÐdð ‡‡ vý“u�¬ ÈU¼Å»U², Ë U¼ÅÈœÅvÝ ¨t�UÐ“ tÝ U¹ Ëœ —«œÅf¹u�d¹“ ÈU¼ÅrKO5 Ë bOH�

 ÈbOOuð ÈU¼Å —UN� tÐ tłuð ¨v²5U¹—œ ÈU¼Å —UN� Ë ÈdOÖœU¹ ÈU¼Å —UN� È“UÝÅvHO, tÐ tłuð dÐ ÁËöŽ ¨‘“u�¬ d�« —œ «cO

ÅtH-K5 —œ X\œ sL{ ¨s²ýU~� Ë s²HÖ sAÝ Áó¹Ë tÐÏ X¹uIð sOMÇÅr¼ Ë ÈdOÖ«d5 Ë ‘“u�¬ tOŠË— Ë ÁU~�Ïv¹uÖÅaÝUÄ Ë ÈdÖÅgÝdÄ 

¨gAÐÅv²-¼ oOUš tÐ ÊUL¹« ¨rKŽ ¨qIFð ¨dJHð® rOJŠ Ê¬d\ ÁUÖb¹œ “« ÊU-�« ÈU¼ÅvÖó¹Ë Uð XÝU¼ÅXOOUF5 „ö� ì Ë t�ôu¾-�

—œ Æb�U−MOÐ vNO« dO-� —œ —«b¹UÄ Ë dL²-� —U²5— dOOGð tÐ —«œUMF� ÈdOÖ«d5 Ë b�uý —uK³²� œd5 —œ ©uJO� ‚öš« Ë `OU+ qLŽ

Ë v²5dF� ‡‡ÅÅÅvLKŽ XOÐdð bý— ¨v²OÐdð ‡‡ vý“u�¬ ÈUC5 —œ vLKŽ vÞUA� œU−¹« sL{ ¨XÝ« Ábý vFÝ b¹bł ÈU¼ÅÈe¹—Åt�U�dÐ

b?� ¨«u?²?×?� b?O?Ou?ð È«d?Ð È“U?ÝÅ@?M¼d5 Áó¹ËÅtÐ ¨v~M¼d5 bOH� ÈU¼ÅXOOUF5 oOLFðÒÅt?F?Ýu?ð dÐ ¨ÁËöŽÅtÐ ÆœdOÖ —«d\ dE�Ïv?�U-�« 

ÈU?²?Ý«— —œ Ë œu?ý b?O?,Q?ð v?Öb?�“ —œ Èœd?Ð—U?, X?5d?F?� Ë r?K?Ž ÁU~¹Uł Ë XOL¼« ¨ÈdD5 vÝUMýÅv¹U³¹“ ‘d²-Ö ¨«dÖÅ dD5

 “«b�«ÅrAÇ≤∞ÅtOUÝ Ït?F�Uł vŽUL²ł« ‡‡ v�U-�«  UÞU³ð—« vOUFð Ë bý— È«dÐ ¨Ê«d¹« v�öÝ« È—uNLł ÂUE� Ï UÞU³ð—« ¨ÈdAÐ 

ÆrO�U¼«uš X¹bŠ« ÁUÖ—œ “« «— ULý oO5uð Æœ“UÝ t�«—ËUÐœuš Ë bOH� ¨—«cÖdOŁQð ¨—«œUMF� ¨—«b�Å‘“—« «— v�UÐ“

vÝ—œ V²4 nO�Qð Ë Èe¹—Åt�U*dÐ d²8œ vł—Uš ÈU¼ÅÊUÐ“ vÝ—œ ÁËdÖ
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Review Exercises (1)

I. Look at the pictures and answer the questions.

1. What are those?

2. What is there on the desk?

3. What time is it?

4. What’s that?

5. Whose bag is it?
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6. What colour is this pen?

7. How much is the coat?

8. Is she a fat girl?

9. How many pens does he have?

10. Does she go to bed at 7 o’clock?

11. Where does he live?
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12. What do you see in the picture?

13. Did he go to school at 8 o’clock
      yesterday morning?

14. What are the boys doing?

15. What was she doing when
      her mother arrived?

16. How much water is there in the glass?
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II. Put these words in the correct order.
1. usually - him - I - on Mondays - see.
2. is - in the kitchen - who - the dishes - washing?
3. swimmer - badly - bad - a - swims.
4. small - their - is - house - very - new.
5. at - map - please - this - look.
6. need - you - do - how much - money?
7. do - did - homework - your - when - you?
8. water - me - some - give - please.
9. a lot of - saw - I - cars - new - yesterday.
10. sometimes - he - in the library - studies - on Sundays - his - books.

III. Complete the following questions.
1. Hamid ate a sandwich in that restaurant last night.

a) Who -----------------?
b) What ----------------?
c) Where---------------?
d) When------------------?

2. She can read several pages very carefully in a few minutes.

a) What------------------?
b) How many-----------?
c) How-------------------?
d) How long------------?

IV. Answer the following questions.
1. How old are you?
2. What are you?
3. What grade are you in?
4. How many brothers and sisters do you have?
5. Where is your high school?
6. Who is your English teacher?
7. Where do you live?
8. When do you do your homework?
9. What are you doing now?
10. What do you see in your classroom?
11. What do you usually do on Fridays?
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V. Complete the passage with the words given.

good     carefully     do     go

My name is Bahram. I’m a student. I’m 15 years old.
I---------to school in the morning. I’m a ---------- student. I usually ---------- my
homework in the afternoon. I study my books very ---------- .

sometimes doesn’t like has
wakes up reading his
am watching fast him

Today is Friday. It’s 7 o’clock in the evening. We don’t go to school on
Fridays. I -------- TV now. I like cartoons very much, but my father --------
cartoons. You can see -------- in the picture. He--------a newspaper in--------
hands. He’s -------- it. He usually reads the newspaper carefully, but --------
he reads some pages very -------. He usually -------- early in the morning.
He says his prayers, eats his breakfast at about 6 and then goes to work.
He comes back home in the evening.
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was cleaning                arrived              ate
didn’t have                    was                   had          left

My father didn’t go to work this morning. He -------- his breakfast at
about 8. But my mother -------- very busy this morning. We -------- some
guests. My mother -------- the kitchen when they -------- . They -------- before
noon. They -------- lunch with us.

will do              watch             leave             be

Tomorrow morning I’ll-------- in my high school. I’ll-------there at about
12:30. I’ll have lunch with my mother and sister. In the afternoon I -------- my
homework. I’ll -------- TV in the evening.

Now answer these questions about the passage:
1. Does Bahram go to school in the evening?
2. How many sisters does he have?
3. How old is he?
4. When does he usually do his homework?
5. What is he doing now?
6. What is his father reading?
7. What does his father do in the morning?
8. What was his mother doing when their guests arrived?
9. Where will he have his lunch tomorrow?
10. When will he do his homework?
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   A. New Words

1. This is a picture of a garden.
There are many flowers, plants and trees in this garden. This is a
pretty garden.

What do you see in this garden?
How many trees do you see in this picture?

2. This is a map of the world. You see Iran and Germany on this map.
There are many countries all over the world.

Do you see Iran on this map?
Is Germany a country or a city?

IRAN

GERMANY

IN THE NAME OF ALLAH

LESSON ONE
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3. This little girl doesn’t have any friends. She is playing alone.
Is the girl playing with her friends?

4. Children love their mothers and fathers.
Do children love their mothers?
Do you love your fathers*?

5. Children go to kindergarten when they are three or four years old.
Do little children go to kindergarten?
When do children go to kindergarten?

Kindergarten

¿ also your father in singular form
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6. I want to buy a book, but I don’t have any money to pay for it.
What do you want to buy?
Do you have any money to pay for the book?

7. My plants are growing fast. They were small last week. Now they
are big*.

Are your plants big or small?
Are they growing fast?

¿ also: Now they are large.
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8. When I grow up, I will buy a garden. I will grow flowers in my
garden.

What will you do when you grow up?

Practice Your New Words.

Find the meaning of the underlined words.

1. She loves flowers and plants. a. grow up
2. My mother works in a school for little children. b. likes
3. When I become older I will buy a garden. c. gave
4. My little brother loves his kindergarten. d. small
5. I paid 500 rials for that book. e. kindergarten
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      B. Reading

THE KINDERGARTEN MAN

1 Friedrich Froebel1 lived in Germany many years ago. His mother died
when he was a small boy. People didn’t pay much attention to him. So
Friedrich played alone in a garden. He loved the flowers and the plants.
He was happy there.

2 Soon it was time for Friedrich to go to school. In school he sat on a
hard chair. All day long he looked at books. The books didn’t have any
pictures. Friedrich couldn’t play. He couldn’t do things with his hands.
He had to sit on that hard chair and look at books. It was no fun.

3 Friedrich grew up. He remembered his school and his garden.
4 “ School should be a happy place. It should be like a garden,” said

Friedrich. “Children should play. They should do things with their hands.
They should have books with pretty pictures”.

5 So Friedrich started a school like this. He called it a kindergarten.
Kindergarten is a German word. It means children’s garden.

6 People learned about Friedrich’s new school. Soon there were
kindergartens all over the world. Friedrich Froebel made school a
happier place for little children.

1. Friedrich Froebel /'fri: drIk 'freib´l or 'fri:b´l/

Kindergarten
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  C. Comprehension

I. Answer the questions orally.
1. Was there a garden in Froebel’s school?
2. Did people pay much attention to him?
3. Did he like to play in a garden?
4. Could he play in school?
5. Should there be pretty pictures in children’s books?
6. Did people like Froebel’s new school?

II. True or False?
___ 1. Everybody loved Froebel when he was a small boy.
___ 2. He played with his friends.
___ 3. His books had many pictures.
___ 4. His school was a happy place.
___ 5. He always remembered his school days.

III. Complete the sentences. Use a, b, c or d.
1. Friedrich played alone because               .

a. he was a very small boy
b. he lived in a garden
c. he loved flowers very much
d. people didn’t pay attention to him

2. Friedrich thought that               .
a. there should be many students in a school
b. little children should study their books in gardens
c. schools should be happy places for children
d. people should love flowers and plants

3. Friedrich remembered his school and garden when               .
a. he was a man
b. he was in school
c. he was alone
d. he had books with pictures

4. Soon there were kindergartens in every country because           .
a. people liked Friedrich Froebel’s beautiful books
b. people learned about Froebel’s new school
c. little children all over the world were not happy
d. children didn’t like to sit on hard chairs

------------

------------

------------

---------
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5. “ They should have books with pretty pictures.”  ‘Pretty’ means
------------.
a. good
b. beautiful
c. bad
d. large

IV. Write complete answers.
1. Where did Friedrich Froebel live?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
2. When did his mother die?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
3. What did he do at school?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
4. Why didn’t Froebel like his books?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
5. Why is a kindergarten a happy place for children?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
6. What did Froebel do?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------

Presentation 1

Structure: couldn’t and had to

Friedrich couldn’t play.            Meaning
He couldn’t do things with his hands. Negative of past ability

Speaking 1
Substitute the words in the pattern sentence.

I couldn’t speak English 3 years ago.

1. We
2. He

D.Speak
Out
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3. write
4. ride a bicycle
5. drive a car
6. play ping - pong

Speaking 2
Make new sentences. Follow the model.

Example: Reza can speak English this year.
                   He couldn’t speak English before.

1. The students can swim very well.
2. We can finish the book this year.
3. He can do things with his hands now.
4. Ali can play football now.
5. The children can read this book very well.

Speaking 3
 Answer these questions using couldn’t.

 Example: Could you speak English 3 years ago? No, I couldn’t.

1. Could Friedrich do things with his hands?
2. Could he play?
3. Could all the students answer the questions?
4. Could you get up early this morning?
5. Could they come to school on time?
6. Could the policeman help the boy?
7. Could the student help the woman?
8. Could you write English 4 years ago?

Speaking 4
 Make new sentences using the words in brackets.

 Example: Bill could ride a bicycle last year. (motor bicycle)
                    Bill couldn’t ride a motor bicycle last year.

1. Friedrich could play in the garden. (at school)
2. The children could read the alphabet. (their books)
3. The students could speak English.(write English)
4. We could clean the room. (the garden)
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5. They could write Arabic. (German)

Presentation 2

Structure: had to + simple form of the verb

He had to sit in that chair.* Meaning:
They had to learn the new words. Past necessity

Speaking 5
 Substitute the words in the pattern sentence.

We had to do the exercises again.

1. I / clean the table
2. She / close the door
3. The teacher / ask the questions
4. The student / answer the question
5. My sister / turn on the radio
6. His father / answer the telephone

Speaking 6
Change to past tense. Use had to.

Example: They must write this exercise.
 They had to write this exercise.

1. He must sit on that chair.
2. The teacher must teach it again.
3. The children must wait for the school bell.
4. I must pay for the dinner.
5. The man must see the doctor.
6. We must finish the book.

Speaking 7
Make new sentences like the example using the words in brackets.

Example: He didn’t have a bicycle. (walk to school)
 He had to walk to school.

¿ also sit on
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1. He couldn’t do things with his hands. (sit on that hard chair)
2. Friedrich didn’t have any friends. (look at books)
3. Reza was late for class. (see the teacher)
4. The old man was sick. (see the doctor)
5. They didn’t know the address. (ask a policeman)

E. Write It Down

Writing 1
Write five sentences saying what you couldn’t do in the past.

Example: I couldn’t speak English 3 years ago.

1. ------------------------------------------------------------- .

2. ------------------------------------------------------------- .

3. ------------------------------------------------------------- .

4. ------------------------------------------------------------- .

5. ------------------------------------------------------------- .

Writing 2
Write five sentences about what you had to do in the past.

Example: I had to get up at 5 o’clock yesterday.
1. ------------------------------------------------------------- .

2. ------------------------------------------------------------- .

3. ------------------------------------------------------------- .

4. ------------------------------------------------------------- .

5. ------------------------------------------------------------- .

   F. Language Functions

Asking Someone’s Name

1.
A: Excuse me. Are you Henry?
B: Yes. And what’s your name?
A: I’m John.
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2.
A: What’s your first name?
B: My first name is Ali.
A: And what’s your last name?
B: My last name is Kabiri.

On the Phone

1.
A: May I speak to Mr Amini?
B: Yes, just a moment, please.

2.
A: Could I speak to the teacher?
B: Who’s speaking, please?
A: This is Reza.

Introducing a Friend
A: I’d like you to meet my friend, Henry.
B: Glad to meet you, Henry.
C: Nice to meet you, too.

Now practice with a friend.

   G. Pronunciation Practice

I. These words have the / aI / sound. Listen to your teacher and
repeat each word after him / her.

I why like
Hi high bike
by tie fry
my try cry

II. Raise your hand when you hear the / aI / sound.

mine               fine                   Mike
win               sit                   with
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wide      sign drive
sing      live bright

     H. Vocabulary Review

Fill in the blanks with these words.

pay attention, ride, get up, swim, remember,
fruits, tomatoes, milk.

1. My sister couldn’t ------------- her teacher’s name.
2. I need some ---------------- for the baby.
3. We have to ----------------- early in the morning.
4. Why don’t you ----------------- to the teacher?
5. We have guests today. You must buy some more ----------------.
6. He can’t ------------------ that big bicycle. We must get a smaller

one for him.
7. You shouldn’t let your children ------------- in this part of the river.
8. We need some ------------- for the salad.
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    I. Vocabulary

address Germany* motor - bicycle
again Glad to meet you. much*
all day long*1 grow* must
all over* grow up* Nice to meet you.
alone* had to* on time
alphabet hard* (adj) pay attention to*
become* have to pay for*
call* (v) I’d like... . plant* (n)
could* Just a moment. pretty*
Could I ...? kindergarten* remember*
die* last name rial
early learn about sth* salad
everybody* little* so*
exercise (n) love* world*
first name mean* start*
fun* more like*

soon*

1. The asterisks mark the words used in the reading texts.
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LESSON TWO

   A. New Words

1.This man has a monkey.
The monkey is on top of the tree. The monkey has a coconut in his
hand.

Where is the monkey?
What does the monkey have in his hand?

2. A cat saw a dog. The cat climbed to the top of the tree.
Where did the cat climb?
Why did the cat climb to the top of the tree?
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3. Farmers work on the land. They grow fruits and vegetables.
Where do farmers work?
What do farmers do on the land?

4. In some countries monkeys work as farmhands on the farm. They
help farmers.

What does a farmhand do?
Where does a farmhand work?

5. The cows are eating grass in the field.
Where are the cows?
What are the cows doing there?
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6. My students are clever. They learn very fast.
Are my students clever?
Do they learn fast?

7. Flowers are beautiful. Don’t pick them.
Are flowers beautiful?
Should we pick beautiful flowers in parks?

8. We pick fruits when they are ripe.
We don’t pick them when they are green.

When do we pick fruits?
Which is better a green orange or a ripe orange?
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9. Monkeys are funny animals. It is fun for the children to see
monkeys.

Why do children like monkeys?
Where can children see monkeys?

10. Farmers raise plants, vegetables, and flowers. They also raise
animals.

What do farmers do?

Practice Your New Words.

Find the meaning of the underlined words.

1. Many animals can climb trees. a. grow
2. Farmhands help farmers. b. go up
3. The cows are eating grass in the field. c. farm workers
4. Monkeys do funny things. d. things that make

    us laugh
5. Farmers raise plants and vegetables. e. a piece of land
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   B.  Reading

THE FUNNY FARMHAND

1 Monkeys are clever animals. They can learn many things. In some
countries they are farmhands. They help farmers.

2 These monkeys live in the jungles of hot lands. There, farmers raise
coconuts in fields.

3 Coconuts grow at the tops of tall trees. The farmer must climb each
tree to pick them. It is hard work. Some farmers keep monkeys. They
do this work.

4 It’s fun to see a monkey going to work. He rides on the back of the
farmer’s bicycle. When they get to the field, the monkey climbs each
tree. He looks at the coconuts.

5 The monkey knows that a brown coconut is ripe. He knows that a
green one must stay on the tree longer. He picks the brown ones. And
he drops them down to the farmer.
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  C.  Comprehension

I. Answer the questions orally.
1. What can monkeys learn?
2. Where do farmers raise coconuts?
3. What must the farmers do to pick coconuts?
4. How do monkeys help farmers?
5. How does a monkey go to work?
6. What colour is a ripe coconut?
7. Why do farmers call monkeys “farmhands”?

II. True or False?
___ 1. It’s easy for people to climb a coconut tree.
___ 2. Monkeys live in all parts of the world.
___ 3. Farmers think that picking coconuts is difficult.
___ 4. Monkeys can ride their bicycles to work.
___ 5. Their work is fun.
___ 6. Monkeys know their job well.

III. Complete the sentences. Use a, b, c or d.
1. Monkeys are clever animals because they ---------.

a. can learn many things
b. are very funny
c. help people very much
d. like coconuts

2. The farmers keep monkeys to ---------.
a. climb trees
b. do many things
c. ride bicycles
d. pick coconuts

3. It’s hard work to pick coconuts because they grow ---------.
a. in the jungles of hot lands
b. at the tops of tall trees
c. in a few countries
d. far from the farmers’ houses

4. When a fruit is ripe ---------.
a. it is good to eat
b. you shouldn’t pick it
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c. it isn’t good to eat
d. you can’t pick it

5. Farmers raise plants and vegetables.
    “Raise” means ---------.

a. need
b. keep
c. grow
d. watch

IV. Read the paragraphs and complete the sentences.
The number of the paragraph is given.
1. There are many --------------- countries in Asia. (2)
2. Persian farmers --------------- a lot of rice in the North. (2)
3. Could you please --------------- me with my English? (1)
4. There is a small cat in the --------------- of the house. (4)
5. He’ll take an exam tomorrow. He must stay awake ------------ tonight.(5)

Presentation 1

Structure: “It” used as the subject of a sentence.

 It is hard to pick the flower.
                                          It is a hot day.

Notice the use of it in the following sentences.
A) It is five o’clock.

It isn’t very late.
It is time for lunch.

B) It is nice today.
It is raining.
How is the weather? It’s very cold.

C) It is about 200 meters to the post office.
How far is it to your school? It’s quite far.

D) What is it? It is a dictionary.
Who is it on the phone? It’s Mr Brown.

D.Speak
Out
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Who is it? It’s me.
E) It is easy to learn English.

It is difficult to walk in the dark.
Is it necessary to stand in line?

To the teacher
(1) In the sentences above, it is used with be and a noun

phrase, an adjective or a verb such as rain, snow, etc.
(2) In these sentences, it has no real meaning. It is used to fill

the subject position in the sentence.

Speaking 1
Substitute the words in the pattern sentence.

It is ten o’clock.

1. Monday
2. early
3. hot today
4. raining
5. getting late
6. easy to learn English
7. ten kilometers to the next village

Speaking 2
Use the following words and phrases in questions with it and give the
correct short answer.

Example:  summer Is it summer? No, it isn’t.
                    winter Is it winter? Yes, it is.
1. spring
2. Aban
3. cold today
4. snowing
5. fun to watch little children play
6. difficult to climb a coconut tree
7. easy to speak English
8. necessary to speak correctly
9. important to finish the book
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Speaking 3
Answer the following questions.
1. Is it cold today?
2. Is it difficult to walk in the dark?
3. When does it usually snow?
4. Did it rain yesterday?
5. How far is it from here to your home?
6. How far is it to the nearest bus stop?
7. Who is on the phone? Your teacher or your brother?
8. Is it time for lunch?
9. Is it easy to learn English?
10. Is it important to be on time?

Presentation 2

Structure: should + simple form of the verb

     Meaning:
They should do things with their hands.
He should study tonight.

     Light obligation

Speaking 4
One student reads the situation. Another student reads the sentence
with should.

Example:

         Situation             Response

     They have a test tomorrow.           They should study tonight.
1. He has a cold.          He should stay in bed.

     2. It’s very late.           They should get up.
     3. Mary is tired.          She should go to bed.
     4. Reza doesn’t know the answer.          He should study more.
     5. The children are hungry.          They should eat something.
     6. The student wants to understand       He should listen carefully.

     the question.
     7. The teacher is thirsty.           He should drink something.
     8. His bicycle doesn’t work.          He should fix it.
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E. Write It Down

Writing 1
Write a sentence for each situation with “it” as subject.

situation sentence
1. What is it? It -------------- .

2. Whose book is it? It -------------- .

3. What time is it? It -------------- .

4. How far is it to Tehran? It -------------- .
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5. Is it raining or snowing? It ----------------- .

Writing 2
Use should with the phrase given.

Example: They have an exam tomorrow. (study tonight)
        They should study tonight.

1. Their radio doesn’t work. (buy a new one)

    ----------------------------------------- .
2. John likes to see his brother. (travel to Europe)

    ----------------------------------------- .
3. You are sick. (stay in bed)

    ----------------------------------------- .
4. She doesn’t know the dialog. (learn it)

    ----------------------------------------- .
5. I like to learn English. (study hard)

    ----------------------------------------- .
6. The student doesn’t have a dictionary. (go to the library)

    ----------------------------------------- .
7. We have a test at 7 o’clock. (get up early)

    ----------------------------------------- .
8. They don’t know the address. (ask a policeman)

    ----------------------------------------- .

   F. Language Functions

Finding out about People
1.

A: Where do you come from?
B: I come from Japan.
A: What do you do?
B: I’m a teacher.
A: What’s your address?
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B: 172 Azadi Avenue.
2.

A: Who’s that?
B: That’s Hassan.
A: Where’s he from?
B: He’s from Turkey.
A: I see. And what does he do here?
B: I think he’s a student.
A: Can he speak Farsi?
B: Yes, he can.

Now practice with a friend.

   G. Pronunciation Practice

1. These words have an / u:/ sound. Listen to your teacher and then
repeat after him / her.

zoo soup
too cool
two fool
you rule

2. Listen to your teacher and circle the words which have the / u: /
sound.

food true good
no boot book
do put tooth
who tool blue
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    H.  Vocabulary Review

Make sentences with the words in column I and column II.

I II
plate very difficult
monkey dirty
test full of wild animals
book pretty
orange cloudy
jungle very thin
train full of beautiful pictures
flower funny
sky fast
child not ripe

1. The plate is dirty.

2. ............................................

3.  ............................................

4.  ............................................

5.  ............................................

6.  ............................................

7.  ............................................

8.  ............................................

9.  ............................................

10.  ............................................
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     I. Vocabulary

also* funny* piece* (of sth)
as* (prep) get late post office
Asia go up* quite
awake grass* raise*
back* (on the back of) green* ripe*
better* have a cold snow (v)
clever* He’s from ... . something
climb* How far ... ? spring
cloudy important stand in line
coconut* It’s me. stay*
cold (adj) Japan take an exam
correctly jungle* thirsty
cow* keep* travel
dark kilometer Turkey
dialog land* understand
drop down* laugh (v) village
Europe long* weather
exam make What do you do?
far (from)* meter Where do you come from?
farm monkey* Where is he from?
farmhand* necessary which*
field* north* Who is it on the phone?
fix top (on top of)* Who’s that man?
full (of sth) pick* winter
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LESSON THREE

   A. New Words

1. This is a pan. There is some water in it.
If you put the pan on the fire, the water will boil. Boiling water is hot.

What is there in the pan?
Is boiling water hot or cold?

2. A servant works for them. She cleans their rooms and washes the
dishes.

Who works for them?
What does she do?

3. I don’t remember his telephone number. I forget numbers very easily.
Do you forget things easily?

4. Maryam can’t find her notebook. She doesn’t know where it is.
What does she want to find?
Why can’t she find it?
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5. Ahmad is a wise boy. He never drives when he feels sleepy.
Is Ahmad a wise boy or not?
Why doesn’t he drive when he feels sleepy?

6. Few men or women live more than 100 years.
Do many people live more than 100 years?

7. My shoes were dirty, so I left them outside.
Where did you leave your shoes?

Practice Your New Words.

Find the meaning of the underlined word (s).

1. Please leave the egg on the table. a. go
2. Few men of that time were greater than b. hot

Newton.
3. I forget my friends’ telephone number easily. c. not many
4. The problem was not difficult. d. don’t remember
5. Keep boiling water out of reach of the e. put

children.
6. It is time for us to leave. f. easy
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     B. Reading

A STORY ABOUT NEWTON

1 One of the greatest Englishmen who ever lived was lsaac Newton.
Few men of that time were greater or wiser than Newton but he often
forgot small things.

2 One morning Newton got up very early because he was working on a
very difficult problem. He did not leave the problem to go to breakfast.

3 But his servant thought Newton needed food. Therefore, she went to
his room with a pan of water and an egg.

4 She wanted to boil the egg and stay with Newton until he ate it. But he
did not want to see anybody and said, “You can leave the egg with
me. I’ll boil it.”

5 The servant put the egg on the table near Newton’s watch and said:
“You must boil it for five minutes. Then it will be ready to eat.”

6 The servant left the room, but she was afraid that Newton might forget
to eat the egg. She returned about an hour later and found Newton
standing by the fire. The watch was boiling in the pan and Newton
was standing near it with the egg in his hand!
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   C. Comprehension

I. Answer these questions orally.
1. Why did Newton get up early?
2. Where did the servant put the egg?
3. Where was Newton’s watch?
4. When did she return to his room?
5. What did she see there?
6. What was boiling in the pan?

II. True or False?
___ 1. Newton was one of the greatest men of his time.
___ 2. He never forgot to eat his breakfast.
___ 3. The servant took Newton’s breakfast to his room.
___ 4. Newton boiled the egg for five minutes.
___ 5. The servant was sure that Newton would eat his breakfast.

III. Complete the sentences. Use a, b, c or d.
1. Newton got up very early to ----------.

a. have breakfast
b. solve a problem
c. boil an egg
d. talk to his servant

2. The servant went to Newton’s room because ----------.
a. she wanted to give him the pan
b. Newton needed her help
c. she wanted to give him his breakfast
d. Newton was very hungry

3. The servant left the room because Newton ----------.
a. was ready to eat breakfast
b. wanted to boil the egg
c. was very angry
d. wanted to be alone

4. Newton was boiling his watch because he ----------.
a. didn’t like eggs
b. wanted to test his watch
c. often forgot small things
d. wanted to buy a new one
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5. Newton was standing ---------- .
a. near the fire
b. and eating his breakfast
c. with the pan in his hand
d. near his servant

IV. Read the passage and complete the sentences. The
number of the paragraph is given.

1. I’ll never ---------- your help. (1)
2. I’m sure he will never ---------- his country. (2)
3. He never thinks about his ---------- . (2)
4. He is going to London and will ---------- with his brother for a year.(4)
5. “This book is for Mr Ahmadi.”

“He’s not here now. But you can leave it ---------- me.” (4)
6. When is he going to ---------- the book? (6)
7. I must leave now. But I’ll talk to you ---------- . (6)

Presentation 1

Structure: comparison with as + adjective + as

This man is 70. That man is 70.
This man is as old as that man.

Speaking 1
Repeat after your teacher.
1. This pencil is as short as that pencil.
2. This ruler is as long as that ruler.
3. This man is as old as that one.
4. This car is as clean as that one.
5. This tree is as tall as that one.

D.Speak
Out
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Speaking 2
Combine these sentences. Follow the model.
Model: This ruler is long. That ruler is long.

This ruler is as long as that ruler.
1. This man is fifty years old. That woman is fifty years old.
2. This car is small. That car is small.
3. Reza is six feet tall. Javad is six feet tall.
4. These shoes are size 36. Those shoes are size 36. (large)
5. This dictionary has many pages. That book has many pages. (large)

Speaking 3
Substitute the words in the pattern sentences.

Mr Karimi is as tall as Mr Bahrami.

1. clever
2. old
3. This watch / his watch
4. expensive
5. good
6. my bicycle / your bicycle
7. fast
8. small
9. our house / their house
10. village

Presentation 2

Structure: comparisons with - er than ...

Few men of that time were greater or wiser than Newton.
My bag is heavier than your bag.

To the teacher
1. The suffix - er is used with adjectives of one
 syllable: tall, fast, old, young, etc.
2. It is also used with adjectives of two syllables
that end in - y: busy, heavy, pretty, easy, etc.
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Speaking 4
Repeat after your teacher.

Example: Jim is fatter than Bob.

1. This hotel is newer than that hotel.

2. The boy is older than the girl.

3. The man is taller than the woman.

          Bob                     Jim
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4. This car is bigger than that car.

5. The car is newer than the bus.

6. The boy is younger than the girl.

7. The dictionary is larger than the book.

Speaking 5
Substitute the words in the pattern sentence.

He is older than Maryam.

1. you
2. I
3. she
4. taller
5. younger
6. Javad
7. that boy
8. your friend

Speaking 6
Now look at the pictures in your book or the things and people around
you and make some sentences like the ones in speaking 2 and
speaking 3.
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E. Write It Down

Writing 1
Form comparisons using - er than.

Example: The red car, the blue car, fast
The red car is faster than the blue car.

1. Ali, his brother, short
----------------------------------- .

2. my father, your father, busy
----------------------------------- .

3. my sister, your sister, young
----------------------------------- .

4. our high school, your high school, big
----------------------------------- .

5. I, you, tall
----------------------------------- .

6. This pen, that pen, long
----------------------------------- .

7. Javad, Reza, fat
----------------------------------- .

8. the man, the woman, old
----------------------------------- .

Writing 2
Write correct sentences.

Example: a town - a city (big, tall)
  A city is bigger than a town.

1. a bus - a plane (fast, fat)
----------------------------------- .

2. a cow - a tiger (busy, heavy)
----------------------------------- .

3. Kashan - Tabriz (thin, big)
----------------------------------- .

4. a train - a bus (long, happy)
----------------------------------- .
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5. spring - winter (big, cold)
----------------------------------- .

   F. Language Functions

Asking about Someone’s Family

A: Do you come from a large family?
B: Yes, I do.
A: How many are there in your family?
B: Seven.
A: What does your father do?
B: He’s a doctor.
A: What about your mother?
B: She’s a teacher.

Now practice with a friend.

   G. Pronunciation Practice

1. The following words contain the short /^/ sound as in ‘but’.
Listen to your teacher’s pronunciation and repeat after him / her.

up cut money
us just young
but cup touch
under some mother
sun does love
much come bus
number done son

2. Listen to your teacher’s pronunciation and repeat these sentences
after him/ her.

1. What’s the bus number?
2. I love the summer months.
3. Does he come on Sundays or Mondays?
4. My brother has some money.
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     H. Vocabulary Review

1. You put things in it. It is on your coat or on your dress. It is a ------- .

2. Sometimes it is very long. There is water in it. You can swim in it. It
is a ---------- .

3. It is a part of your house. There are dishes in it. You cook your food
in it. It is a ---------- .

4. It is very big, but it can go up to the sky. It can take many people to
the sky. It is a ---------- .

5. She is one of your relatives. She is the sister of your father. She is
your ---------- .

6. You see them in the sky. They aren’t birds, but they move. They are
usually white. They are ---------- .

7. You have this between your classes. It isn’t very long, but you like it.
When you have it you can do whatever you like. It is a ---------- .

8. You need to have it when you go shopping. It is ---------- .

9. It is a part of your house. It is on top of your house. It is the ---------
of your house.

10. It grows on a small plant. You put it in your salad. It is red when it is
ripe. It is a ---------- .

    I. Vocabulary

angry*
anybody*
as...as
be afraid of*
boil*
boiling* (adj)
by*
clean (adj)
coat
Englishman*
few*
find*

than*
therefore*
time*
tomato
until*
whatever
where (rel pron)
who (rel pron)
wise*
would*
then
ever

fire*
foot (pl. feet)
forget*
great*
high school
if*
later*
leave*
London*
might*
move
number*

out of reach
outside*
page
pan*
pocket
return*
servant*
size
sleepy*
solve*
story
telephone number
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LESSON FOUR

   A.  New Words

1. We pushed the table nearer the wall.
What did you do?
Where is the table now?

2. When there is a heavy snow in winter,
    the snowplow clears the roads.

What clears the roads?
3. Our teacher has a loud voice. All of us can hear him.

Can all of you hear him?
Does your teacher have a loud voice?

4. You can play outside, but you mustn’t leave the yard.
Where can I play?
Can I leave the yard?

5. I always sit beside Reza in the classroom.
Where do you always sit in the classroom?

6. The book was too difficult. She couldn’t finish it.
Why couldn’t she finish the book?

7. The snow was very deep. The bus came late.
Did the bus come early or late? Why?

Practice Your New Words.

Fill in the blanks with new words from this lesson.

1. Please wait in the --------------- until l come back.
2. The taxi driver doesn’t drive --------------- fast.
3. This part of the river is very ---------------.
4. Their radio is too --------------. I can’t hear you.
5. I don’t sit --------------- her because she speaks very much.
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     B.  Reading

THE SCHOOL BUS

1 Tom looked out the window. It was snowing very hard. There was a lot
of snow in the front yard.

2 “What if it snows all night?” he wondered. “How will I get to school?
The school bus can’t come if the snow is too deep.”

3 In the morning the snow was deeper. It was hard to see where the
road was.

4 “But I want to go to school,” Tom said. “Maybe the school bus will
come soon.”

5 Tom put on boots and a warm coat. Then he went outside to wait for
the bus.

6 Tom waited for a long time. But the school bus did not come. Then he
heard a loud noise. Something was coming down the road.

7 It was a snowplow. It was pushing all the snow to the sides of the
road.

8 “Hello,” called the man on the snowplow. “What are you doing outside
in the snow?”

9 “I’m waiting for the school bus,” Tom said.
10 The man laughed. “I don’t think the bus will come today. But I’ll take

you to school on the snowplow. Climb up here beside me.”
11 Tom got up beside him. The snowplow went down the road. What fun

it was!
12 Soon they were at school. “Thank you,” Tom said. “All my friends ride

to school on the bus. But they never had a snowplow for a school
bus!”
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  C.  Comprehension

I. Answer these questions orally.
1. What did Tom see when he looked out the window?
2. Did he see any snow?
3. Did it snow all night?
4. Was the snow very deep in the morning?
5. Could Tom take the bus to school?
6. Is it fun to go to school on a snowplow?
7. Does it snow in your city?

II. True or False?
___ 1. There wasn’t any snow on the ground.
___ 2. It snowed all night.
___ 3. Tom stayed at home.
___ 4. The school bus arrived very late.
___ 5. He heard the school bus coming down the road.
___ 6. Tom had fun on the bus.
___ 7. The school bus went down the road.
___ 8. Tom saw all his friends on the school bus.

III. Complete the sentences. Use a, b, c or d.
1. In the morning ---------.

a. it was hard to see the school bus
b. there was more snow than before
c. there were not many clouds in the sky
d. the school bus came very late

2. Tom wanted to go to school. He ---------.
a. waited for the snowplow in the yard
b. went out to find the road
c. went outside to wait for the bus
d. put on his clothes and walked to school

3. Tom waited for the bus ---------.
a. and it came late
b. but it didn’t come
c. but another bus came
d. so he was late for school
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4. A snowplow was ---------.
a. going to school
b. only making a noise
c. cleaning the road
d. going to the village

Presentation 1

Structure: comparison with - est.

One of the greatest Englishmen who ever lived
                      was lsaac Newton.

   This lesson is the easiest.

Speaking 1
Repeat after your teacher.

1.
Nader is fat.
Javad is fatter than Nader.
Parviz is the fattest.

Nader               Javad                  Parviz                                         

D.Speak
Out
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2.
Jane is short.
Rose is shorter than Jane.
Ann is the shortest.

3.
The third car is fast.
The second car is faster than the third car.
The first car is the fastest.

4.
Mehri’s ruler is long.
Bahram’s ruler is longer than her ruler.
Hassan’s ruler is the longest.

                      Ann            Rose          Jane

              first                       second      third

                                       Mehri            Bahram  Hassan
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5.
The man is young.
The woman is younger than the man.
The girl is the youngest.

6.
The first tree is tall.
The second tree is taller than the first tree.
The third tree is the tallest.

Speaking 2
Substitute the words in the pattern sentence.

Zahra is the oldest girl in our class.

1. fattest
2. tallest
3. Ali
4. shortest
5. youngest
6. in his family
7. in our high school

                                                              first          second third
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Speaking 3
Change the following sentences with the words given.

Example: Reza, Ali and Javad are hungry boys. (Javad)
Javad is the hungriest.

1. Tabriz, lsfahan and Kerman are old cities. (Isfahan)
2. Tehran, Kashan and Abadan are hot in summer. (Abadan)
3. Pari, Zahra and Susan are tall girls. (Susan)
4. The ruler, the pen and the pencil are long. (ruler)
5. The kitchen, the bedroom and the sitting room are hot in summer.

(the kitchen)

Presentation 2

Structure: irregular forms:

good better the best
bad worse the worst
many/much more the most

     good         This is the best school in the city.

bad           I have the worst handwriting.

   many        Reza has the most books of all.

Speaking 4
Repeat after your teacher.

1. The breakfast was good.
The lunch was better than the breakfast.
The dinner was the best.

2. My handwriting is bad.
Your handwriting is worse than my handwriting.
His handwriting is the worst.

3. Our library has many books.
Your library has more books than our library.
Their library has the most books.
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4. Mary has many friends at school.
Hellen has more friends than Mary.
Jane has the most friends.

Speaking 5
Now look at the pictures in your book or the things around you and
make some sentences like the ones in speaking 1 and speaking 3.

Presentation 3

Structure: comparisons with more and most.

                         Mr Karimi’s garden is beautiful.
 Mr Ahmadi’s garden is more beautiful than

                         Mr Karimi’s garden.
                         Mr Salehi’s garden is the most beautiful

                garden in this village.

Speaking 6
Substitute the words in the pattern sentence.

This story is the most difficult story in the book.

1. interesting
2. This lesson / in our book
3. important
4. Your country / in the world
5. expensive
6. His house / in our town
7. beautiful
8. That park / in their city
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Speaking 7
Make sentences.

Example: an armchair / a bench / a chair
comfortable

A chair is more comfortable than a bench.
An armchair is the most comfortable of all.

1. Chinese / English / German
difficult

2. Kerman / Tehran / Karaj
important

3. summer / spring / autumn
beautiful

4. a bicycle / a house / a car
expensive

5. a town / a city / a village
important

Speaking 8
Make true statements about things in your school. Use the adjectives
difficult, important, comfortable, beautiful and expensive.

Example: The teacher’s chair is more comfortable than my bench.

E. Write It Down

Writing 1
Change the sentences.

Examples: Lesson 5 is not as important as lesson 4.
Lesson 4 is more important than lesson 5.

Hamedan, Sari and Rasht are not as important as
Tehran.
Tehran is the most important city.

1. The film was not as interesting as the cartoon.
------------------------------------------------------------------------.
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2. His problem is not as difficult as my problem.
------------------------------------------------------------------------.

3. The blue car, the white car and the yellow car are not as comfortable
as the green car.
------------------------------------------------------------------------.

4. Amir’s handwriting is not as beautiful as Ramin’s handwriting.
------------------------------------------------------------------------.

5. The blue shirt, the brown shirt and the green shirt are not as good
as the white shirt.
------------------------------------------------------------------------.

Writing 2
Complete these sentences. Follow the model.

Model: Tehran is bigger than Shiraz. (big, small)

1. Winter is ------------------ autumn. (hot, cold)
2. English is ------------------ Chinese. (easy, difficult)
3. My grandfather is ------------------ my father. (young, old)
4. A watch is ------------------ a pen. (expensive, cheap)
5. Iran is ------------------ England. (big, small)

Writing 3
Write questions with smaller - the most important - better - the
youngest - the worst - more difficult about the things and people
around you.Then give yes or no answers.

To the teacher
Comparatives of adjectives of three or more syllables are

made by using more before them: more expensive, more
difficult,...
Superlatives of Adjectives

The suffix - est is used with adjectives of one syllable: tallest,
biggest, and with adjectives of two syllables that end in - y:
heaviest, prettiest.

We use the most before adjectives of three or more
syllables: the most expensive, the most beautiful.
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   F.  Language Functions

Granting a Request

1.
A: May I borrow your pen, please?
B: All right.

2.
A: May I have another sandwich?
B: Yes, of course. Help yourself.
A: Thanks.

3.
A: Could I see the newspaper?
B: Yes, of course. Here you are.

4.
A: Can I watch the news on television?
B: Sure.

Rejecting a Request

1.
A: Can I use your telephone?
B: Sorry, I’m using it right now.
A: Oh, I see.

2.
A: May I use your car?
B: Sorry. I need it right now.
A: Oh, never mind.
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Now practice with a friend.

Can
A: May I -------------------- ?

Could

Yes,
B:  -------------------- .Sorry,

Use these phrases in your requests:

1. use your car (pencil, bicycle, ...)
2. borrow your book (umbrella, ...)
3. have some more tea (another sandwich, ...)
4. see the newspaper ...
5. watch the news, ...

   G.  Pronunciation Practice

A. The words in the first column have the short /I               / sound as in “sit”; the
words in the second column have the long /i:/ sound as in “seat”.
Listen to your teacher and repeat after him / her.

it eat live leave
sit seat ship sheep
slip sleep rid read
fit feet hit heat

Listen to your teacher and repeat these sentences after him / her.
1. Please sit in this seat.
2. She hit him.
3. Did he see his feet?

B. Here are some more words with /I/ and /I:/ sounds. Put them under
     the right column and then read them aloud.
     read, he’s, his, eat, still, feel, it, fill, live, did, deep, ease, is, please,
     these, pit.
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Example:
/IIIII/ /iiiii:/
his cheek

-------------- --------------
-------------- --------------

  H.  Vocabulary Review

       True or False?
___ 1. A comb has teeth.
___ 2. A chair may have a hand.
___ 3. A clock has a face.
___ 4. A bank usually has branches.
___ 5. A table has legs.
___ 6. A car has chairs.

   I.  Vocabulary

a long time get up* second
another* hand side*
armchair hear* sitting room
autumn heavy (snow)* snow (n)
bedroom Help yourself. snowplow*
beside* interesting sorry
boot* loud* taxi - driver*
borrow make a noise third
branch May I borrow ... ? too* (adv)
Chinese maybe* tooth (pl. teeth)
clear (v) most voice*
climb (up / down)* Never mind. warm*
comfortable noise* What fun it was!*
deep* only* what if
England out* wonder* (v)
face (n) push* worse
first right now worst
front* road* yard*
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        LESSON FIVE    

   A.  New Words

1. She is drawing a cat. Her drawing is not good. She wants to draw
another one.

What is she doing?
Do you like her drawing?

2. Ali’s father travels a lot. He visits many foreign countries. He knows
two foreign languages.

Does Ali’s father visit foreign countries?
Does he know any foreign languages?
How many foreign languages does he know?

3. We talked about our program for hours. Finally, we changed it.
What did we talk about?
What did we finally do?
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4. If you can’t ride the bicycle the first time, try again. If you try hard,
you’ll finally do it.

What should we do when we can’t do something for the
first time?

5. There are many new words in this lesson.
I can’t understand them.

Is it easy to understand this lesson?
Why can’t you understand this lesson?

6. Yesterday Bob was very hungry. He went to a restaurant near his
house. He sat at a table and ordered a sandwich.

Why did Bob go to a restaurant?
What did he order?
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Practice Your New Words.

Use these words in the sentences.

understand, foreign, order, finally, draw

1. He’s not from this country. He speaks a ---------- language.
2. Can you ---------- a picture of a tree?
3. What do you want to ---------- for lunch?
4. I can’t ---------- these sentences.
5. They wanted to buy my car. They talked about it for hours. ----------

they didn’t buy it.
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    B.  Reading

LEARN A FOREIGN LANGUAGE!

1 Let’s think you are in a foreign country. If you don’t know the language
of that country, you may have a lot of problems.

2 Here is the story of a Frenchman who was traveling in the United
States. One day he was eating in a restaurant and wanted to order
some mushrooms. Because he didn’t know English, he asked for a
pencil and paper and carefully drew a picture of a mushroom. But his
drawing was not very good. The waiter looked at his drawing and
went away. He returned in about twenty minutes with a large um-
brella.

3 Another story is about two Americans traveling in Spain. They could
not speak a word of Spanish and one day, while sitting in a restaurant
in a small village, they wanted to order their food. One of them wanted
a glass of milk. The waiter was not able to understand. Finally, on a
piece of paper the man drew a picture of a cow, and tried to show to
the waiter that from a cow one gets milk. The waiter looked at the
picture a long time. Finally, he left and was away for an hour. When he
returned he had two tickets for a bullfight.
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   C.  Comprehension

I. Answer these questions orally.
1. Who was traveling in the United States?
2. What did he want to eat?
3. How did he order his food?
4. How did the American order milk?
5. What did the waiter bring him?
6. Do you speak a foreign language?
7. Can you speak it well?
8. Is it difficult to learn a foreign language?

II. True or False?
___ 1. You may have a lot of problems if you learn a foreign language.
___ 2. The Frenchman was traveling in the United States.
___ 3. The waiter could understand him very well.
___ 4. The waiter returned in a very short time.
___ 5. The man asked for an umbrella.
___ 6. The two Americans did not know Spanish.

III. Complete the sentences. Use a, b, c or d.
1. If we don’t know the language of a foreign country, we ----------.

a. can’t eat anything
b. can’t order anything
c. may have a lot of problems
d. can’t go to any restaurants

2. The Frenchman asked for a pencil and a piece of paper because
he wanted to ----------.
a. draw a picture of an umbrella
b. draw a picture of a mushroom
c. write the name of the food
d. write a letter to his family

3. The American drew a cow to show that he ----------.
a. wanted a ticket for a bullfight
b. couldn’t speak Spanish very well
c. could draw pictures very well
d. wanted a glass of milk
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4. A “bullfight” is a fight between ----------.
a. a man and a bull
b. two bulls
c. two groups of people
d. two men

Presentation

Structure: word order

Speaking 1
A. Listen to these sentences carefully. Pay attention to the position of

adverbs.
The teacher talked loudly.
She lived happily in the village.
It rained hard last night.
The old man was walking slowly in the park this morning.

B. The student answered the questions correctly.
The man ate the sandwich quickly over there.
The teacher taught the lesson carefully yesterday.
He wrote the sentences carefully in the classroom this morning.

Speaking 2
Substitute the words and make new sentences.

I studied the book carefully in the library yesterday.

1. here
2. slowly
3. this morning
4. read
5. the sentences
6. we
7. last night

D.Speak
Out
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8. repeated
9. easily
10. wrote

Speaking 3
Add the word(s) in parentheses to the sentences.

1. It was a car. (red)
2. He didn’t study yesterday. (his book)
3. I get up at about 6 o’clock. (usually)
4. We eat lunch every day. (at school)
5. They play football. (on Fridays)
6. How many cars do you see? (in the street)
7. Does he always do his homework? (carefully)
8. A man can work. (young, hard)
9. We ate lunch. (yesterday, in a restaurant)
10. He studies carefully. (the books, in the library)

Speaking 4
Answer these questions with the words given in parentheses.

1. Where did you do your homework yesterday? (in my room)
2. How do you study your books? (carefully)
3. When did you see your friend in school? (on Monday)
4. What was she reading in the library this morning? (a story book)
5. What is your mother doing in the kitchen now? (cooking lunch)

To the teacher

Notice the position of subject, verb, direct object and adverbs in
English sentences:

Subject Verb D.O. Adverb of Adverb of Adverb of
Manner Place Time

    He works ---------- hard ---------- ----------
    He drives his car carefully ---------- ----------
    He spoke English clearly in class yesterday
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E.  Write It Down

Writing 1
Put these words in the correct order.

1. John, students, Betty, are, and.
2. the old, big, house, is.
3. is, a pencil, there, the table, on.
4. the window, please, close.
5. can’t, the old, fast, walk, man.
6. the newspaper, carefully, he, every day, reads.
7. on his bed, sleeping, was, he.
8. doing, she, what, when, got up, you, was?
9. English, teaches, this year, who, you?
10. breakfast, usually, you, eat, when, do?
11. will, I, some, give, him, money.
12. the blue car, expensive, more, is, the green car, than.

Writing 2
Write 5 questions with “who, why, where, what and when”. Then
answer them.

    F. Language Functions

Identifying by Appearance and Dress

1.
A: Which (one) is Mrs Rasouli?
B: She’s the woman with glasses.

2.
A: Which (one) is Mrs Akbari?
B: She’s the tall woman.

3.
A: Who’s Mr Amini?
B: He’s wearing a white shirt.
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Conversation in Context

Ali: What does your friend look like?
Reza: Well, he’s tall. He’s about 180 centimeters.

And he’s got black hair.
Ali: Does he wear an overcoat?
Reza: No, he doesn’t.
Ali: Is he a nice boy?
Reza: Yes, he’s very nice.

Now practice with a friend.

   G. Pronunciation Practice

1. Practice the following words. They have the short sound / U / as in
“book” and / ^ / as in “cut”.

put look book
took could foot
luck bus but

2. Now listen to your teacher and repeat after him / her. The following
words have the sounds / U / or / ^ / . Follow the examples:
/ U / as in “ look” , / ^ / as in “gun”.

good could shook hook
hut cut but luck

3. Listen to your teacher and then repeat after him / her.
a. The book was good.
b. Would you look at his paper?
c. He put the books back in the car.
d. His car was full.
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    H.  Vocabulary Review

Write eight complete sentences using this table.

Example: A waiter works in a restaurant.

A waiter              speak        in a restaurant
A farmer             works               plants and vegetables
A butcher           grows               French
A baker               sells                in Europe
Frenchmen         bakes              very fast
Germany            is                     the kitchen
My mother         are learning bread
We         was cleaning meat

1. A waiter works in a restaurant .
2. ---------------------------------------------------------- .
3. ---------------------------------------------------------- .
4. ---------------------------------------------------------- .
5. ---------------------------------------------------------- .
6. ---------------------------------------------------------- .
7. ---------------------------------------------------------- .
8. ---------------------------------------------------------- .

    I. Vocabulary

American finally* sell
a short time foreign* sentence*
ask for* Frenchman* Spain*
bake get milk (from a cow)* Spanish*
baker glasses time (the first time)
be able (to)* go away* travel*
be away* group try*
bull have got (v) understand*
bullfight* (n) language* United States*
butcher loudly waiter*
change (v) mushroom* wear
draw* order* (v) while* (conj)
drawing* (n) overcoat best
fight* (n) repeat
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           LESSON SIX

   A. New Words

1. When a kettle is boiling you see steam coming out of it.
What comes out of a boiling kettle?
When does water change into steam?

2. Be careful! You may burn your hand; the water is boiling.
Why should he be careful?

3.They don't have enough money to buy a car.
   They have to buy something else.

Why are they going to buy something else?
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4. Water turns into ice when it is very cold.
When does water turn into ice?
When does water turn into steam?

5. Steam rises from hot water. Smoke rises from fire.
What rises from hot water?
Does steam rise from cold water?
Does smoke rise from boiling water?

6. The boy was too tired yesterday. He could hardly walk.
Who was too tired?
Why couldn’t he walk easily?
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7. This table is too heavy. She can’t move it.
Why can’t she move the table?
Does she need help to move it?

8. They are building new houses in front of our school.
What are they building?
Where are they building the houses?

Practice Your New Words.

Find the meaning of the underlined words.

1. Ice turned into water. (       ) a. not easily
2. Can you build a wall? (       ) b. another thing
3. Can you move this chair? (       ) c. changed
4. He could hardly see the steam. (       ) d. coming up
5. I want to buy something else. (       ) e. change the place of
6. Smoke was rising from the fire. (       )  f. make
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     B.  Reading

THE BOY WHO MADE STEAM WORK

1 Many years ago there was a boy who lived with his grandmother.
They lived in a little house in Scotland. The boy’s name was James
Watt.

2 One day James was sitting near the fireplace in the kitchen. He
watched the fire burn. After a time he asked, “Why does the fire burn,
grandmother?’’

3 His grandmother couldn’t answer his question. It wasn’t the first time
that she couldn’t answer his question. He asked about so many things!

4 That night James sat near the fireplace once more. But this time he
watched a big kettle. The kettle was above the fire. The fire made the
water in the kettle very hot.

5 Soon the water in the kettle began to sing.
6 “Grandmother,’’ asked James, “What’s in the kettle?’’
7 “Just water,’’ she said. “Nothing but water.’’
8 “But I know there must be something else in it,’’ James said.

“Water can’t sing like that, can it?’’
9 “Oh, it’s only the steam that you hear.’’ His grandmother said.

“The fire turns the water to steam. And the steam sings when it comes
out of the kettle.’’
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10 James watched the kettle some more. The steam rising from the water
looked like smoke. “How odd!’’ he said. “You can hardly see the steam.
But it can move the heavy lid of the kettle. If you come closer, you can
see it move.’’

11 James’s grandmother went over to the kettle. She could see the lid
moving.

12 “Well!’’ said James. “The steam from the hot water can move the lid of
the kettle. Maybe it can move other things, too.’’

13 When James Watt grew up, he didn’t forget that steam could move
the lid of a kettle. And he began to look for ways to make steam move
other things. He worked very hard. And at last he succeeded. He built
a steam engine that could move things like boats and wagons. He
built the first steam engine that could really do work for man.

   C.  Comprehension

I. Answer these questions orally.
1. Where did James Watt live?
2. Did he ask many questions?
3. What did James hear?
4. Could he see the steam easily?
5. What did James show to his grandmother?
6. Did he use steam to move other things?

II. True or False?
___ 1. James and his parents lived in a small house in Scotland.
___ 2. One day he asked his grandmother about fire.
___ 3. He asked many questions.
___ 4. He also asked about the kettle.
___ 5. James thought there was only water in the kettle.

III. Complete the sentences. Use a, b, c or d.
1. James asked a lot of questions, but his grandmother --------- .

a. couldn’t answer them at all
b. always answered his questions later
c. sometimes couldn’t answer his questions
d. didn’t like to answer so many questions
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2. “Grandmother, what’s in the kettle?’’ James asked this question
because he ----------------.
a. thought there was some fire in the kettle
b. wanted to know about everything
c. thought something was singing in the kettle
d. was boiling something in the kettle

3. When James grew up, he worked hard to ------------- .
a. move heavy things
b. show that his grandmother was wrong
c. build the first steam engine
d. make heavy boats and trains

4. James’s grandmother ------------------- .
a. helped James to build a steam engine
b. could see the lid moving
c. made the fire burn
d. didn’t see the steam

Presentation

Structure:  short questions at the end of a statement

                       Water can’t sing like that, can it?
The teacher speaks English fast, doesn’t he?

Speaking 1
Listen and repeat.

1. Your pen isn’t on the desk, is it?
2. Parvin was running in the yard, wasn’t she?
3. You can see them in their classroom, can’t you?
4. They don’t live on this street, do they?
5. There is some water in the kettle, isn’t there?
6. You will see Ali tomorrow, won’t you?
7. He wasn’t at home last night, was he?

D.Speak
Out
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8. You could drive a car two years ago, couldn’t you?
9. We mustn’t speak Persian* in class, must we?
10. Children should go to bed early, shouldn’t they?
11. They go to school by bus, don’t they?
12. Zahra wrote the sentence carefully, didn’t she?

Speaking 2
Add short questions to these sentences.

1. The teacher speaks English very fast, --------------?
2. The students are listening to the teacher, --------------?
3. Some of the students came late today, --------------?
4. The students speak English every day, --------------?
5. The class begins at 8 o’clock, --------------?
6. The school library is open now, --------------?
7. The teacher came late, --------------?
8. The students didn’t come late, --------------?
9. We can’t speak Arabic well, --------------?
10. We aren’t busy every day, --------------?

E. Write It Down

Writing 1
Complete these sentences with short questions.

Example:   Statement     Short Question
        You are busy, aren’t you?

1. You know us, -------------- ?
2. The students come to class every day, --------------?
3. James built the first steam engine, --------------?
4. He worked hard yesterday, --------------?
5. We want to learn English, --------------?
6. You live near here, --------------?

¿ also farsi
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Writing 2
Complete these sentences with short questions.

Example:   Statement                  Short Question
        The teacher isn’t late, is he?

1. He doesn’t speak French, --------------?
2. The library isn’t open now, --------------?
3. You don’t want to leave, --------------?
4. They don’t live near here, --------------?
5. James didn’t build a ship, --------------?
6. We couldn’t answer all the questions, --------------?
7. We didn’t come late, --------------?
8. The students weren’t busy yesterday, --------------?
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To the teacher

The library is open, isn’t it?

Reza can help me, can’t he?

The students came late, didn’t they?

The library isn’t open, is it?

Reza can’t help me, can he?

The students didn’t come late, did they?

Comments:
1. A question may be formed by attaching a short question

to a statement. If the statement is affirmative, the short
question is negative; if the statement is negative, the
short question is affirmative.

2. We always use auxiliaries in short questions and
answers.

3. With simple present and past tense forms of verbs other
than be, the auxiliary verbs do, does, and did are used
in short questions.

4. The subject in the short question is a personal pronoun.

→→

→→

→→

→→

→→

→→
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   F. Language Functions

Talking about Appearance
1.

A: What does he look like?
B: He’s quite good - looking.

2.
A: How does she look like?

beautiful
B: She’s very attractive.

pretty

Talking about Age, Weight, Hair Color
1.

A: How old is he / she?
B: He / She is twenty five.

2.
A: How much do you weigh?
B: I weigh (about) 62 kilos.

3.
A: What color is Babak’s hair?

dark
black  

B: He’s got brown
hair.

light brown

Now practice with a friend.
Talk about your friends and people in your family.

Example:   A: Is his child good looking?
         B: Yes, he is.

1. Is he / she very tall?
2. How old is our teacher?
3. What color is your father’s hair?
4. How much does your father weigh?
5. What’s your friend wearing today?
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    G. Pronunciation Practice

1. Practice the following words with the sound /eI / as in “say’’.

a, j, k, h may same
say April wait
8, 18, 80 take name
ate place stay
they weight vacation

2. Listen to your teacher’s pronunciation and repeat these sentences
after him / her .

A. They say they’ll take a vacation.
B. They stayed eight days in May.
C. They say it may rain in April.

  ÅÅÅÅÅ H.  Vocabulary Review

Fill in the blanks with these words.

accident, ticket, succeed, steam, grows, seat, dirty, member

1. A flower ------ on a plant.
2. I’m sorry I broke the cup: It was an ------------------ .
3. When you are tired you look for a ------- to sit on.
4. You have to buy a ------- if you want to travel by train.
5. The opposite of clean is ------ .
6. If you want to -------- , you must study hard.
7. I am a ----- of our school football team.
8. --------------- rises from hot water.
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     I. Vocabulary

above* good - looking really*
at all grandmother* rise* (v)
at last* hardly* (adv) Scotland*
attractive How odd!* seat (n)
be going to* ice sing*
be wrong in front of* smoke*
boat* kettle* so many*
build* lid* some more*
burn* light (brown) steam*
but (prep) look for* steam engine*
change into man succeed*
dark (adj) member team
else* once more* turn (into)*
engine* nothing* wagon*
enough opposite of weigh
fireplace* other way*

close
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LESSON SEVEN

   A. New Words

1. Some birds can fly high in the sky. They can find their way easily.
They don’t get lost.

Do birds fly?
Can they find their way?
Do they get lost?

2. This is the moon. The moon shines in the sky.
What do you see in the picture?
Where is the moon?

3. I go to bed early during the week. During the weekend I go to bed
later.

Do you go to bed early during the week?
Do you go to bed late during the weekend?

4. All animals and plants need air.
Do birds need air?
Is there air in this room?

5. The distance from our house to my school is one kilometer.
How far is it from our house to my school?
How many meters are there in a kilometer?
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6. He was asleep when I left the house. He was still in bed when I
returned.

What was he doing when I left the house?
Where was he when I returned?

Practice Your New Words.

Fill in the blanks with correct words from the list.

get lost, fly, air, during, distance, asleep, still

1. I can walk the -------- in about 2 hours.
2. The cat is -------- on the wall.
3. Some birds cannot ---------- .
4. If you don’t know your way, you may --------- .
5. We need ---------- and water to live.
6. We don’t go to school ---------- the summer.
7. He is ---------- working. He wants to finish his work before he goes to

bed.
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      B. Reading

HIGHWAYS IN THE SKY

1 The air is cool. A yellow moon shines brightly. The sky is black.
Autumn is here.

2 And while you’re sleeping, what’s happening outside, high in the sky?
3 Hundreds of birds are flying by! But you don’t see them. you’re asleep.
4 The birds are flying south. They know that winter’s coming. Soon there

will be little food for them in the north. They must fly to warmer places.
There they can find plenty of insects, seeds, and fruit to eat.

5 But don’t worry. When spring comes, the birds will fly back again.
They always do. And they’ll return to the same place.

6 There’s a special name for a bird’s travels between his summer and
winter homes. It’s migration.

7 Not all birds migrate, but great numbers of them do. Many like to mi-
grate at night. Then during the day they can rest and eat. It’s easier
for them to find food in daylight.

8 How do birds know when to fly south? Some people think it’s cool
weather that tells them to leave. But others don’t believe this is true.
They think the birds start to migrate when the autumn days grow
shorter.

9 Some birds migrate only short distances. Others fly thousands of miles.
And they don’t get lost.

10 Birds don’t have maps to show them the way. So how do they know
where they’re going in the sky? How do they find their way back to the
same place? Nobody knows the answers for certain. Many things about
bird migration are still a mystery.

11 Maybe some day you’ll discover the birds’ secrets.
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    C.Comprehension

I. Answer these questions orally.
1. Do birds fly at night?
2. Why do some birds fly south?
3. When do they fly back again?
4. Do all birds travel long distances?
5. Do some men also have summer and winter homes?
6. Do we know everything about birds’ travels?

II. True or False?
___ 1. Birds don’t fly at night.
___ 2. All birds travel in winter.
___ 3. Some birds have summer and winter homes.
___ 4. They fly south because of short days in autumn.
___ 5. We know how birds find their way in the sky.

III. Complete these sentences. Use a, b, c or d.
1. The birds fly at night because they ---------- .

a. can see the stars at night
b. fly easily in the dark sky
c. can rest and eat during the day
d. see very well at night

2. “Migration” means: ---------- .
a. going from one place to another
b. moving from south to north
c. flying long distances at night
d. returning to the same place

3. The word “mystery” (par. 10) means: ---------- .
a. story
b. art
c. secret
d. plan

4. In the sentence “They think the birds start to migrate ----------” in
 paragraph 8, they refers to:.
a. birds
b. some people
c. others
d. both b and c
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Presentation

Structure: that clauses with think, know, believe, guess, hope, etc.

They know (that) winter’s coming.
They believe (that) this is true.
I think (that) you can do it easily.
I hope (that) he will arrive on time.
I guess the birds find their way back.

Speaking 1
Substitute the words and make new sentences.

I think (that) they live on Bahar Street.

1. guess
2. believe
3. know
4. think
5. he
6. your friends
7. Mr Karimi
8. works in that building
9. teaches Arabic
10. can‘t see them
11. is a mechanic
12. is from Tabriz
13. is watching TV
14. is going to work

Speaking 2
Make new sentences using think, believe, know, guess, hope.

Example: Teacher: Winter is coming. (know)
Student: I know (that) winter is coming.

1. The birds are flying south. (think)

D.Speak
Out
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2. They fly to warmer places. (guess)
3. We must leave now. (think)
4. This is true. (believe)
5. Nobody knows the answer. (think)
6. They will discover a new way to solve the problem. (hope)
7. The weather will be nice tomorrow. (hope)
8. Nobody knows the answer for certain. (think)

Speaking 3
Make new sentences. Answer individually.

Example: Winter is coming.
They know (that) winter is coming.

1. The birds are flying south.
They know ----------------------------------------------------------------------- .

2. Birds don’t have maps to show them the way.
We know ------------------------------------------------------------------------- .

3. The weather will be nice tomorrow.
I hope ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- .

4. Some birds migrate short distances.
They think ----------------------------------------------------------------------- .

5. Others fly thousands of miles.
We guess ------------------------------------------------------------------------ .

6. You can visit the city.
I hope ----------------------------------------------------------------------------- .

Speaking 4
Student A reads the question, student B answers the question.

Example: Student A: Which season is coming, winter or spring?
Student B: I know winter is coming.

1. Where do the birds fly, to warmer or cooler places?
2. What do the birds do during the day, rest or fly?
3. When do the birds migrate, in autumn or in winter?
4. Where do the birds return, to the same places or to different places?
5. Which do you guess is heavier, a cow or a camel?
6. Which do you believe is faster, a car or a train?
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→
→

E. Write It Down

Writing 1
Complete these sentences.

Example: I believe (that) they will stay here for a long time.
----------------------------------------------------

1. I know ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
2. I guess --------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
3. Some people think ------------------------------------------------------------- .
4. We hope ------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
5. They guess ---------------------------------------------------------------------- .

Writing 2
Answer these questions in the same way.

1. What is there in my school bag?
2. Whose pen is that?
3. Where does she live?
4. How many people work in that building?
5. Why is he standing over there?
6. When will they return?
7. Who lives in that room?

Notice the use of that - clauses as a direct object.

To the teacher

I know something.

winter is coming.

I know (that) winter is coming.

Comments:
1. That - clauses can be used as direct objects.
2. The word that is usually not used in English conversation.
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    F. Language Functions

Requesting Politely - Saying “Yes” to a Request
1.

A: Will you take these books to the library, please?
B: Sure (Certainly).
A: Thanks a lot.
B: Not at all.

A: Will you turn off the radio, please?
B: Yes, of course.

A: Will you turn down the television, please?
B: All right.

2.
A: Would you give this to Mr Karimi, please?
B: Okay.

A: Thank you very much
B: You’re welcome.

A: Would you open the window, please?
B: Yes, all right.

A: Would you bring me some water, please?
B: Yes, of course.

Now practice with a friend.

    G. Pronunciation Practice

Listen to your teacher and repeat these words.

/ i: / / eIIIII / / aIIIII / / çIçIçIçIçI /
see say sign soil
tree tray try toy
green gray grind boil
b bay by boy
p pay pie join
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    H. Vocabulary Review

Look and say.

Example: There are three cats on the wall.
The cats are playing.

1.                                                    2.                                                 3. 

  4.                                                  5.                                                 6.

 

 7.                                                   8.                                                 9.

---------------------

----------
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   I. Vocabulary

air* fly by* plan* (n)
art* for certain* plenty (of)*
asleep* get lost* same*
believe* grow (shorter)* season
brightly* happen* secret*
building high* seed*
certainly highway* shine*
cool* hope some day*
daylight* insect* south*
discover* mechanic special*
distance* migrate* star
Don’t worry.* migration* still*
during* mile* tell*
elephant moon* thousand*
find one’s way back home* mystery* turn down
fly* nobody* turn off
fly back* Not at all. Will you...?

Okay. Would you...?
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      LESSON EIGHT

    A. New Words

1. Ali’s father  is a rich man. He has a lot of money. He helps poor
people.

Is Ali’s father rich or poor?
What does he have?

2. I invited two of my friends to dinner. They were my guests. I was their
host.

Who were my guests?
Did I invite them to dinner?

3. Mary is dressing the little girl. There are two pockets on the dress.
What is Mary doing?
Is there one pocket on the dress?

4. At dinner I was seated near the host.
Where was I seated at dinner?
Who was sitting near the host?

5. Ali is standing far from the teacher.
Bahram is standing beside the teacher.

Is Ali standing near the teacher?
Who is beside the teacher?
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6. The host passed the food to the guest.
What did the host do?
What did the host pass to the guest?

7. I must change my shirt. It is dirty.
Why should I change my shirt?

8. Your father is old and sick. You should treat him kindly.
Why should you treat your father kindly?
Should we treat old people kindly?

Practice Your New Words.

Find the meaning of the underlined words.

1. I’m sure he’ll give an answer to my question soon. a. sunset
2. You should never give food to your little brother. b. reply
3. The time when the sun sets is very beautiful in this city. c. dress
4. He never likes to be a person who receives guests. d. host
5. I put clothes on my little daughter every morning. e. feed
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     B. Reading

EAT, CLOTHES, EAT!

1 One day a rich man was invited to dinner. He spent the day working in
his garden. At sunset he didn’t have time to dress for the dinner. He
went in his work clothes.

2 When he arrived, all the other guests were there. But nobody spoke to
him. At dinner he was seated far from the host. No one spoke to him.

3 He got up and went home. He washed. He dressed in fine clothes.
Then he came back.

4 Now the host said, “Come, sit beside me.” The host passed the food to
him. The man took the food and began putting it in his pockets. “Eat,
clothes, eat.” he said.

5 The host was surprised at this. “What are you doing?” he asked.
6 The man replied, “I’m feeding your guest. When I first came, no one

would speak to me. After I changed my clothes, you treated me as a
special guest. I’m still the same man. So my clothes must be important
to you. I’m just giving them their share of the food.”
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   C. Comprehension

I. Answer these questions orally.
1. Why did the man go to the dinner in his work clothes?
2. When did he arrive?
3. Who spoke to him?
4. Where did the guest sit?
5. Why did he go home?
6. What did he do at home?
7. What did the man do with the food?
8. Why did the host treat him as a special guest?

II. True or False?
___ 1. The man had dinner at home.
___ 2. He was not a poor man.
___ 3. He didn’t dress in fine clothes because he didn’t have time.
___ 4. People didn’t speak to him first.
___ 5. The host put the food in his guest’s pockets.

III. Complete the sentences. Use a, b, c or d.
1. The rich man didn’t change his clothes because he ----------.

a. didn’t have any fine clothes
b. liked his working clothes very much
c. didn’t have time to change his clothes
d. forgot to change his clothes

2. When ----------, nobody spoke to him.
a. he was very rich
b. his clothes weren’t fine
c. he was far from the host
d. all the guests were there

3. The man went out because he ----------.
a. liked to go out for dinner
b. wanted to change his clothes
c. was invited to dinner
d. always went out with his friends

4. He put the food in his pocket because ----------.
a. he sometimes did strange things
b. the host paid attention to his clothes
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c. he was an important guest
d. he wanted to eat dinner at home

5. “Host” means a man who ----------.
a. receives others as his guests
b. knows all the other people
c. goes to a party
d. talks to everybody at a party

IV. Read the passage and complete the sentences with
words from the passage. The number of the
paragraph is given.

1. He never goes to bed before ---------- . (1)
2. I have no ---------- to wait here. (1)
3. When are you going to ----------? (3)
4. “Where can I find Mr Akbari?” “He’s sitting ---------- your father”. (4)
5. When do your classes usually ---------- ? (4)
6. The baby is hungry. I should ---------- him. (6)
7. Mother! I’m hungry. Can I have my ---------- of the cake? (6)

Presentation

Structure: passive

A. Reza washed the car yesterday.
B. The car was washed yesterday.

D.Speak
Out
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Speaking 1
Substitute the words and make new sentences. Make changes if
necessary.

The windows were cleaned last week.

1. the desks
2. the car
3. this room
4. was built
5. was repaired
6. was painted
7. next week
8. next month
9. next year

Tenses in the Passive
 Study this table and the sentences:

A) They teach English in high school.  →   English is taught in high school.
They taught English last year.  →   English was taught last year.
They will teach English next year.  →   English will be taught next year.

B) The mechanic will fix your car tomorrow.
It will be fixed tomorrow.

Reza lost his watch in the classroom.
It was found in the yard.

She usually types the letters in the afternoon.
This letter will be typed in the morning.

Tense Active Passive

1. Present write am / is / are written
2. Past wrote was / were written
3. Future will write will be written
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Speaking 2
Make new sentences like the example.

Example: She washes the dishes every day.
The dishes are washed every day.

1. Reza answered the questions easily.
2. We sell a lot of shirts in Shiraz.
3. They will teach English next year.
4. The monkey picked all the coconuts quickly.
5. They close the doors at about 6 o’clock.
6. He passed the food to the guest.
7. The teacher will explain the lesson tomorrow.
8. They planned the trip last week.

Speaking 3
Answer the following questions.

1. Are these radios made in Japan? (Yes)
2. Is Spanish taught in your country? (No)
3. Did they invite Hamid to the party? (Yes)
4. Will they show the cartoon tonight? (No)
5. Is she taken to school at 7 o’clock? (Yes)
6. Did people see the cows near the village? (No)

Speaking 4
Answer these questions.

Example: Were the dishes washed yesterday? (tomorrow)
No, they’ll be washed tomorrow.

1. Was the film shown on Tuesday? (next Monday)
2. Will the rooms be cleaned this evening? (last night)
3. Will the doors be opened at 8 tomorrow? (at 7:30 everyday)
4. Was the blue car sold yesterday? (the yellow car)
5. Are the films shown in that building? (in our high school)
6. Will lesson eight be practiced tomorrow? (lesson nine)
7. Was the lesson taught carelessly? (carefully)
8. Are the windows washed every week? (cleaned)
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Speaking 5
Ask five questions in the passive form. Your true answers must be in
the passive form, too.

E. Write It Down

Writing 1
Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses.

1. Javad ---------- all the questions easily yesterday. (answer)
2. The windows ---------- on Fridays. (clean)
3. She ---------- the tickets next Monday. (buy)
4. The sick man ---------- to a hospital. (take)
5. This house ---------- many years ago. (build)
6. Two men ---------- in the accident. (kill)

Writing 2
Use the words given in parentheses to make sentences.

Example: The letter was written yesterday. (post / tomorrow)
It will be posted tomorrow.
-----------------------------------

1. The cake was made this morning. (eat / this evening)
---------------------------------------------------------.

2. The lesson will be practiced on Tuesday. (teach / yesterday)
---------------------------------------------------------.

3. The films are shown on Fridays. (make / many years ago)
---------------------------------------------------------.

4. The car is used every day. (buy / 2 months ago)
---------------------------------------------------------.

5. The doors are closed at 6 p. m. (open / 7 a. m.)
---------------------------------------------------------.

Writing 3
Write six sentences in the passive form. Three about what happened
in the past and three about what will happen in the future.
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To the teacher

Structure: Passive form: be + past participle.

Sentence A is active. That is, we know the doer of the action.
The subject of the sentence is before the verb. The active verb (washed)
has an object (the car).

Subject Active Verb Object Adverb
A:

Reza washed the car yesterday.

But sentence B is passive. The passive verb (was washed) follows
the object (of the active sentence). We don’t know the doer of the
action.

Object
B: (of the active sentence) Passive Verb Adverb

The car was washed yesterday.

A passive verb has two parts: (a) a form of be (am, is, are, was,
were,...), and (b) the past participle of the main verb.

Uses of the Passive
We use the passive when:
a. It is not important to know the doer of the action.
b. We are most interested in the things that happen.

Example: My bag was found yesterday.
The letters were posted this morning.
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    F. Language Functions

Asking about Other People
1.

A: Where’s John from?
B: He’s from Canada.
A: What does he do?
B: He’s a mechanic.

2.
A: What’s Carl’s nationality?
B: He’s a German.
A: What is he?
B: He’s a farmer.

3.
A: Is Ramo Indian?
B: Yes, he is.
A: What’s his job?
B: He must be a doctor.

Nationality

Country Nationality Country Nationality

America American Iran Iranian
Australia Australian India Indian
Canada Canadian Italy Italian
Germany German Japan Japanese

Now practice with a friend.
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   G. Pronunciation Practice

1.
A. These words have the /u:/ sound as in “you”. Listen to your

teacher and repeat after him / her.

two cool
too tool
who pool
do fool

B. Now listen to these words. They all have the /U/ sound as in
“book”

book should
look would
took could
hook good

C. Raise your right hand when you hear the /u:/ sound, and your
left hand when you hear the /U/ sound.

should who
fool do
good could
tool two
cool book

2. Listen to your teacher and repeat the sentences.

1. He would buy a good book.
2. He stood on his foot and took the two books.
3. She took the fool to the pool.
4. He looked at the book and put it in his bag.
5. Who knows his full name?
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     H. Vocabulary Review

Fill in the blanks with these words.

 ripe, foreign, summer, butcher’s, paper, easiest,
                     Fridays, countries, carelessly, waiter

1. Meat is sold at the -------.
2. English is spoken in many ----------.
3. German is a ---------- language in Iran.
4. The opposite of carefully is ----------.
5. A man who works in a restaurant is a ----------.
6. Books are made of ----------.
7. We mustn’t pick green tomatoes because they aren’t ----------.
8. In Iran schools are closed on ----------.
9. The opposite of the most difficult is the ----------.
10. The hottest season of the year is ----------.

a.m.
America
Australia
Australian
be seated*
be surprised*
Canada
Canadian
change* (v)
cloth*
dress* (v)
explain
feed*
host*
India
Indian

poor*
put... on*
receive*
repair
reply*
rich*
set*
share*
strange
sunset*
treat*
trip
type (v)
work clothes*
spend
daughter

invite*
Iranian
Italian
Italy
Japanese
kill
kindly
lose
nationality
no one*
p.m.
paint
party
pass*
person*
plan (v)

    I. Vocabulary
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         LESSON NINE

   A.  New Words

1. My father received two letters today.
What did my father receive?

2. The ship sent radio messages. They asked for help.
What did the ship send?
Why did it send them?

3. He guided the old man across the street.
How did he help the old man?

4. The entire village was destroyed by the soldiers.
What did the soldiers do?

5. It’s our duty to keep our classroom clean.
Should we keep our classroom clean?
What’s our duty?

6. Those two boys were friends but now they are enemies.
Were they friends before?
Are they friends now?

10- A
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7. The children followed their mother into the room.
What did the children do?

8. We worship God*.
Do Muslims worship God*?

Practice Your New Words.

Use these words in the sentences.

receive, duty, following, guide, entire

1. The little children were ----------- their mother.
2. He spent the ----------- day on fixing the car.
3. Did you ----------- any letters last month?
4. Please ----------- this man to his chair.
5. It is not my ----------- to clean the room.

¿ Allah is the best word.
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      B.  Reading

THE HOLY PROPHET

God* has sent many prophets for the guidance of mankind. They all taught
us to be good and to do good. Our Holy Prophet Muhammad (Peace be
upon him) was the last of the prophets. He was born in 571 A. D.1 in Mecca.
The people of Mecca liked him. They highly admired his truthfulness, hon-
esty and sense of duty. They gave him the title of “Al - Amin” which means
“the trustworthy”. He received God’s* message at the age of 40, and began
to preach Islam. He told the people of Mecca not to worship idols but the
One God who is the creator of the entire universe. The people of Mecca,
who worshiped idols, turned against him. They became his enemies. They
did not want him to preach Islam. The Holy Prophet left Mecca with his
followers and went to Medina. The people of Medina received him with
open arms. They were very happy to see the Prophet of God*.

1. / eI di: / (Anno Domini)

 ¿ Allah is the best word
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   C.  Comprehension

I. Answer these questions orally.
1. When was our Holy Prophet born?
2. Was he from Mecca?
3. What did people call our Prophet?
4. What did he begin to do at the age of 40?
5. Did all the people in Mecca accept his words?
6. Why did he leave his hometown?
7. Did people in Medina welcome him warmly?

II. True or False?
___ 1. The Prophet taught man to do good.
___ 2. Our Prophet was born in the sixth century.
___ 3. He began to preach Islam in Medina.
___ 4. People in Mecca admired the Holy Prophet.
___ 5. The Holy Prophet left Mecca to preach Islam.
___ 6. The people of Mecca admired and worshiped the One God.
___ 7. Those who worshiped idols were not the Prophet’s friends.
___ 8. People in Medina welcomed the Prophet warmly.

III. Complete the sentences. Use a, b, c or d.
1. The people of Mecca liked our Holy Prophet because he ----------.

a. was born in Mecca
b. was the last of the prophets
c. taught people to be good and to do good
d. was honest and truthful

2. Before our Holy Prophet  began to preach Islam, the people of
Mecca worshiped ----------.
a. the One God
b. an idol
c. the enemies of Islam
d. many idols

3. Islam says that people should worship ----------.
a. the One God
b. their own idols
c. their followers
d. many gods
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4. The people of Medina ----------.
a. were happy to welcome the Prophet
b. were very busy
c. left their town
d. had many enemies

Presentation 1

HaveStructure:     present perfect:               + past participle
Has

Speaking 1
Listen and repeat.

It is nine o’clock in the evening. I am going to bed.
I have done all my homework carefully.
I have watched TV.
I have eaten my dinner.
I have brushed my teeth.
I have said my prayers.

My mother is watching TV now. She is tired. She has worked a lot
today.
She has cooked our dinner.
She has made a cake.
She has washed the dishes.
She has cleaned the kitchen.
She has helped her children.

Speaking 2
Substitute the words and make new sentences. Make changes if nece-
ssary.

D.Speak
Out
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Ali has eaten his breakfast.

1. You
2. I
3. put on my white shirt
4. That boy
5. his blue coat
6. clean his shoes
7. She
8. go to school
9. They
10. do their homework
11. Maryam
12. buy a blue pen

Speaking 3
It is 7:30 in the morning. I am getting ready to go to school.
Use the cues to make sentences with the present perfect.

Example: I / say my prayers
I have said my prayers.

1. I / wash my hands and face
2. I / eat my breakfast
3. My mother / wash the dishes
4. My sister / clean the kitchen
5. I / brush my teeth
6. I / put on my coat
7. My sister / open the windows
8. My father / go to work

Speaking 4
Answer these questions. Give short and complete answers.

Examples: Have you finished your homework? (Yes)
Yes, I have.
Yes, I have finished my homework.
Has Reza gone to school? (No)
No, he hasn’t.
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No, he hasn’t gone to school.

1. Has your father gone to work? (Yes)
2. Has he closed the windows? (No)
3. Have you cleaned the room? (Yes)
4. Has your sister done her homework? (Yes)
5. Have they arrived in Tehran? (No)
6. Have you seen this film? (No)
7. Has the teacher corrected our papers? (Yes)
8. Has she got good grades in her exams? (No)

Speaking 5
Look at the pictures and answer the questions.

Example:   What has she done?
She has washed the dishes.

1. What has Ali done?

2. What have they done?

3. What has Maryam done?
 (add up)

(brush)

(write)

(wash)
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4. What has Mr Salehi done?

5. What have the boys done?

Presentation 2

Structure:         Present perfect with for and since

Listen to these sentences carefully.

A.
1. We live in Ahwaz. We came here 5 years ago.

We have lived in Ahwaz for 5 years.
2. They have an old house. They bought it 40 years ago.

They have had the old house for 40 years.
3. She is in bed. She got sick 3 days ago.

She has been in bed for 3 days.
4. His father works in that hotel. He went there 4 weeks ago.

He has worked in that hotel for 4 weeks.

B.
1. He has a bicycle. He bought it in 1365.

He has had a bicycle since 1365.
2. She teaches English. She became a teacher in 1350.

She has taught English since 1350.
3. They are good friends. They met in May.

They have been good friends since May.
4. Mr Taban lives in Tabriz. He went there in Mehr.

Mr Taban has lived in Tabriz since Mehr.

(eat lunch)

(buy)
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Speaking 6
Complete the following sentences with the given alternatives.
1. He hasn’t spoken to me ...... (last week, 3 days)
2. I haven’t seen them ...... (2 years, Monday)
3. We haven’t had a holiday ...... (Aban, 5 weeks)
4. It hasn’t rained here ...... (more than 2 years, last month)
5. They have lived in this street ...... (1356, a long time)
6. We have waited for you ...... (yesterday, 2 hours)
7. She has been our teacher ...... (1367, 3 years)
8. We have learnt English ...... (4 years, 1366)

Speaking 7
Make ten true sentences about yourself and others using for and
since. You can use verbs like live, be, learn, study, buy, write, … .
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Statements:

I / We played ......have
You / They given ......

cleaned ......He / She has
written ......

Questions:

I / we played ......?Have
you / they given ......?

cleaned ......?Has he / she
written ......?

Who has written the letter?

What has he done?

What has she bought?

Negative:

I / We played ......have not
You / They given ......

cleaned ......She / He has not
written ......

I have been here since 1331.

She has been here for 39 years.

Comments:
1. Present Perfect tense is used for indefinite past.
2. Present Perfect tense is used for actions beginning in the past

and still continuing.
For is used to indicate the period of an action. Since is used
to show the beginning of an action.
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E.  Write It Down

Writing 1
Complete the following sentences using the correct form of the words
in parentheses.

Example:
My father is tired because he has worked hard. (live, watch, work)

1. Ali’s teeth are clean because ---------------------------------------- them.
(brush, eat, cook)

2. The girl’s English is very good because ---------------------------- a lot.
(help, practice, see)

3. Jane and Sally are not cold because ----------------------- their coats.
(look for, turn on, put on)

4. My grades are good because ----------------------------------- carefully.
(study, play, live)

5. Her glass is empty because -------------------------------- all the water.
(eat, drink, learn)

Writing 2
Make questions with have or has.

Example:    you / eat lunch
                              Have you eaten lunch?
                              -------------------------------

1. our teacher / correct the papers
     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------?
2. Ali’s sisters / do their homework
     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------?
3. the children’s father / read the newspaper
     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------?
4. Hamid and his brother / get good grades
     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------?
5. the students / learn English very well
     --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------?

--------------------
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Writing 3
Complete the following sentences.

Example: Mehri has lived in Ahwaz for 3 years.

1. This man has worked -------------------- Tir.
2. I haven’t seen -------------------- last month.
3. He has -------------------- 3 days.
4. They haven’t -------------------- many years.
5. Mrs Ebrahimi -------------------- Mehr.
6. We -------------------- a few hours.
7. I -------------------- 30 minutes.
8. My mother -------------------- last April.
9. -------------------- last year.
10. -------------------- a few weeks.

Writing 4
Write ten true sentences about yourself and the people you know,
use the present perfect tense.
1. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
2. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
3. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
4. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
5. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
6. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
7. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
8. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
9. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .
10. ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------- .

    F. Language Functions

Shopping
A: May I help you?
B: Yes, I’m looking for a dress.
A: What size do you wear?
B: I wear size 38.

------------
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A: How about this one?
B: It looks nice. How much is it?
A: It’s only 4000 tomans.
B: Okay. I’ll take it.
A: Anything else, madam?
B: No, thank you.

A: Can I help you?
B: Yes. I need a watch.
A: How about this one?
B: Is there a cheaper one?
A: Yes, here you are.
B: Thanks.
A: Anything else, sir?
B: No, thank you.

Now practice with a friend.

   G. Pronunciation Practice

I. The words in the first column have an / eI / sound, as in “late”, and the
words in the second column have an / e / sound, as in “let”.

/eI        I        I        I        I        / /e/
late let
main men
sale sell
taste test
age edge
tale tell
waste west
gate get
lace less

Listen to your teacher’s pronunciation and repeat these sentences after
him / her.
1. They went to bed late.
2. Ted met her.
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3. James, take it to the lake.
4. They stayed with Ted.

II. Practice the following words with the / aU / sound, as in “house”:

house down cow
out power south
hour now found
noun town sound
about mouse ground
how cloud mouth

III. Now practice the following words with the / ´U / sound, as in “go”:

know go those told
o so home only
no old whole though
nose don’t chose phone
hold won’t both bone

     H. Vocabulary Review

Fill in the blanks with these words:

                      wheels, climb, hungry, daughter, sure,
enough, restaurant, best, accident, vegetables

1. I’m going to buy a bicycle when I have ----------- money.
2. It’s true that tigers can ----------- trees.
3. I’m ----------- that they have gone home.
4. He always gets very good grades. He is the ----------- student in our class.
5. A bicycle has two ----------- .
6. Drivers don’t like to have an ----------- .
7. Your sister is your father’s ----------- .
8. Onions, potatoes and tomatoes are ----------- .
9. You go to a ----------- to eat.
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10. I haven’t eaten lunch. I’m ----------- .

    I. Vocabulary

A.D.* follower* own
accept get sick Peace be upon him.*
across God preach
add up guide* prophet
admire* guidance* receive (sb) with open arms*
age* help send*
all highly sense* (n)
among hometown since
Anything else, madam? honesty* sixth
be born* How about this one? title*
brush idol* true
century Islam* trustworthy*
correct (v) last* (n) truthful*
creator* look truthfulness*
destroy mankind* turn against
duty* Mecca* universe
empty Medina* welcome (sb) warmly
enemy* message* What size do you wear?
entire* Muslim worship*
follow* Okay. I’ll take it.
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Review Exercises (2)

I. Complete the following sentences.
1. They go to school in the morning, --------------?
2. Some of your friends saw the pictures, ------------?
3. You are writing a letter, -----------?
4. Bahram is the tallest boy in your class, -----------?
5. She will send them a letter, -------------?

II. Answer these questions.
1. Is it important to learn English?
2. How far is it from Tehran to Mashhad?
3. Does it usually snow in winter?
4. Is it cold or hot when it is snowing?
5. Could you speak English five years ago?
6. Did you have to do a lot of homework yesterday?
7. What must students do in the classroom?
8. Who teaches you English?

III. Write the correct form of the verbs in parentheses.
1. Our chemistry teacher ------------ us many questions last week. (ask)
2. Only a few people ------------ to the party last Friday. (invite)
3. Airplanes --------------- much faster than ships. (go)
4. A new hospital -------------- in this place next year. (build)
5. The man ------------- in the park yesterday. (see)
6. Maryam -------------- her pen when she was playing in the schoolyard.

(lose)
7. The new film ---------- on Thursdays. (show)
8. Your exam papers ------------- next week. (correct)

IV. Answer these questions.
1. Where is your history teacher now?

I think -------------------------------------.
2. Where will you go this weekend?

I think -------------------------------------.
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3. What is your mother doing now?
I guess -------------------------------------.

4. When will you go to the seaside with your parents?
I hope -------------------------------------.

5. Who will teach your English next year?
I believe -------------------------------------.

V. Make sentences with the words given.
1. Winter / cold / autumn
2. Ali / young / his brother
3. Spring / beautiful / season of the year
4. Peugeot 405 / expensive / Paykan
5. Russia / big / country in the world.

VI. Put these words in the correct order.
1. know - all the questions - I - can’t - you - that - answer.
2. house - lived - for - they - many - have - old - in - years - that.
3. the stadium - of - closed - tomorrow morning - the doors - be at 10-

will.
4. can’t - as - good - a - teach - as - well - she - English - teacher.
5. to - you - listen - tape - times - must - several - this.

VII. Look at the pictures and complete the questions.
Then answer the questions with the word(s) given
in parentheses.

1. Which ---------------------?
    -------------------------------.

2. Is Bob ---------------------?
    -------------------------------.

(the black car)

  Jim            Bob

(No)
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3. Who -----------------------?
    -------------------------------.

4. What is ---------------------?
    -------------------------------.

VIII. Look at the pictures and answer the questions.
Use the words given.

1. Is the man hungry?
    --------------------------.

2. Is Bahram a weak student?
    -----------------------------------.

Ali   Ahmad

 Hamid

(I think)

eat - food

get - good marks
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3. Are these young people tired?
    ---------------------------------------.

4. Is the girl upset?
    ----------------------.

5. Are the men happy?
    ---------------------------.

play - football

lose - handbag

lose - jobs
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                        Key to Phonetic Symbols

Vowels and diphthongs

1 i: as in see /si:/ 11 Œ˘ as in fur /fŒ:(r)/

2 I as in sit /sIt/ 12 ´ as in ago /´'g´U/

3 e as in ten /ten/ 13 eI as in page /peIdZ/

4 Q as in hat /hQt/ 14 ´U as in home /h´Um/

5 A: as in arm /A:m/ 15 aI as in five /faIv/

6 Å as in got /gÅt/ 16 aU as in now /naU/

7 ç: as in saw /sç:/ 17 çI as in join /dZçIn/

8 U as in put /pUt/ 18 I´ as in near /nI´(r)/

9 u: as in too /tu:/ 19 e´ as in hair /he´(r)/

10 as in cup /k p/ 20 U´ as in pure /pjU´(r)/

Consonants

1 p as in pen /pen/ 13 s as in so /s´U/

2 b as in bad /bQd/ 14 z as in zoo /zu:/

3 t as in tea /ti:/ 15 S as in she /Si:/

4 d as in did /dId/ 16 Z as in vision /'v"Zn/

5 k as in cat /kQt/ 17 h as in how /haU/

6 g as in got /gÅt/ 18 m as in man /mQn/

7 tS as in chin /tSIn/ 19 n as in no /n´U/

8 dZ as in June /dZu:n/ 20 N as in sing /sIN/

9 f as in fall /fç:l/ 21 l as in leg /leg/

10 v as in voice /vçIs/ 22 r as in red /red/

11 T as in thin /TIn/ 23 j as in yes /jes/

12 D as in then /Den/ 24 w as in wet /wet/

/ ' / represents primary stress as in about /´'baUt/
/' / represents secondary stress as in academic /'Qk´'demIk/
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Irregular Verbs

Present Past                      Past Participle

be was / were been
become became become
begin began begun
break broke broken
bring brought brought
build built built
burn burnt burnt
buy bought bought
come came come
do did done
draw drew drawn
drink drank drunk
drive drove driven
eat ate eaten
feed fed fed
find found found
fly flew flown
forget forgot forgotten
get got gotten/got
give gave given
go went gone
grow grew grown
have had had
hear heard heard
keep kept kept
know knew known
learn learnt learnt
leave left left
let let let
lose lost lost
make made made
mean meant meant
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meet met met
pay paid paid
put put put
read read read
ride rode ridden
rise rose risen
say said said
see saw seen
sell sold sold
send sent sent
set set set
shine shone shone
show showed shown
sing sang sung
sit sat sat
sleep slept slept
speak spoke spoken
spend spent spent
stand stood stood
swim swam swum
take took taken
teach taught taught
tell told told
think thought thought
understand understood understood
wake woke woken
wear wore worn
write wrote written
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Word List

 The numbers inside brackets refer to the lessons.
 The asterisks mark words used in the reading texts.

above* (6)

accept (9)
across (9)

A.D. (9)

address* (1)
add up (9)

admire (9)

again (1)
age (9)

air* (7)

all (9)
all day long* (1)

all over* (1)

alone* (1)
a long time* (4)

alphabet (1)

a short time* (5)
also* (2)

a.m. (8)

America (8)
American (5)

among (9)

angry* (3)
another* (4)

anybody* (3)

Anything else,madam? (9)
armchair (4)

art* (7)

as* (prep) (2)
as ... as (3)

Asia (2)

ask for* (5)

asleep (7)

at all* (6)
at last (6)

attractive (6)

Australia (8)
Australian (8)

autumn (4)

awake (2)

B

A

back (on the back of)* (2)

bake (5)
baker (5)

be able (to)* (5)

be afraid of* (3)
be away* (5)

be born (9)

be going to* (6)
be seated* (8)

be surprised* (8)

be wrong (6)
become* (1)

bedroom (4)

believe* (7)
beside* (4)

better* (2)
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boat* (6)

boil* (3)
boiling*(adj) (3)

boot* (4)

borrow (4)
branch (4)

brightly* (7)

brush (9)
build* (6)

building (7)

bull (5)
bullfight*(n) (5)

burn* (6)

butcher (5)
but (prep) (6)

by* (3,7)

call* (1)

Canada (4)
Canadian (8)

century (9)

certainly (7)
change* (v) (8,5)

change into (6)

Chinese (4)
clean(adj) (3)

clear(v) (4)

clever* (2)
climb (up/down)* (4,2)

cloth* (8)

cloudy (2)
cold (adj) (2)

coconut* (2)

comfortable (4)
cool* (7)

correct (9)

correctly (2)
could* (1)

Could I...? (1)

cow* (2)
creator (9)

dark(n) (2)
dark(adj) (6)

daylight* (7)

deep (4)
destroy (9)

dialog (2)

die* (1)
discover* (7)

distance* (7)

Don’t worry.* (7)
draw* (5)

drawing*(n) (5)

dress*(v) (8)
drop down*(v) (2)

during* (7)
duty (9)

early (1)

elephant (7)

else* (6)
engine* (6)

England (4)

Englishman* (3)
empty (9)

enemy (9)

enough (6)
Europe (2)

everybody* (1)

exam (2)
exercise(n) (1)

explain (8)

C

D

E
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face (4)
far(from)* (2)

farm (2)

farmhand* (2)
feed* (8)

few* (3)

field* (2)
fight*(n) (5)

finally* (5)

find* (3)
find one’s way back home* (7)

fire* (3)

fireplace* (6)
first (4)

first name (1)

fix (2)
fly* (7)

fly back* (7)
fly by* (7)

follow (9)

follower (9)
foot (3)

for certain* (7)

foreign* (5)
forget* (3)

Frenchman* (5)

front* (4)
full (2)

fun* (1)

funny* (2)

Germany* (1)

get late (2)

get lost* (7)
get milk (from a cow)* (5)

get up* (4)

glasses (5)
Glad to meet you. (1)

God (9)

good-looking (6)
go away* (5)

go up* (2)

grandmother* (6)
grass* (2)

great* (3)

green* (2)
group (5)

grow* (1)

grow up* (1)
grow (shorter) (7)

guide (9)

guidance (9)

had to (1)

hand (4)
happen* (7)

hard* (adj) (1)

hardly* (adv) (6)
have a cold (2)

have got (5)

have to (1)
He’s from ... . (2)

hear* (4)

heavy (snow)* (4)
help (9)

Help yourself. (4)

high* (7)
highly (9)

F

G

H
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high school (3)

highway (7)
hometown (9)

honesty (9)

hope (7)
host* (8)

How about this one? (9)

How far ...? (2)
How odd!* (6)

ice (6)

idol (9)
I’d like... . (1)

if* (3)

important (2)
in front of* (6)

India (8)
Indian (8)

insect* (7)

interesting (4)
invite* (8)

Iranian (8)

Islam (9)
It’s me. (2)

Italian (8)

Italy (8)

Japan (2)

Japanese (8)

jungle* (2)
Just a moment. (1)

keep* (2)
kettle* (6)

kill (8)

kilometer (2)
kindergarten* (1)

kindly (8)

land* (2)

language* (5)

last(n) (9)
last name (1)

later* (3)
laugh(v) (2)

learn about sth* (1)

leave* (3)
lid* (6)

light (brown) (6)

little* (1)
London* (3)

long* (2)

look (9)
look for* (6)

lose (8)

loud* (4)
loudly (5)

love* (1)

make (2)

make a noise (4)

I

J

K

L

M
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man (6)
mankind (9)

maybe* (4)

mean* (1)
Mecca (9)

mechanic (7)

Medina (9)
member (6)

message (9)

meter (2)
might* (3)

migrate* (7)

migration* (7)
mile* (7)

monkey* (2)

moon* (7)
more (1)

most (4)

motor-bicycle (1)
move (3)

much* (1)

mushroom* (5)
Muslim (9)

must (1)

mystery* (7)

nationality (8)

necessary (2)

Never mind. (4)
Nice to meet you. (1)

nobody* (7)

noise* (4)
no one* (8)

north* (2)

Not at all. (7)
nothing* (6)

number* (3)

Okay. (7)
Okay. I will take it (9)

on time (1)

once more* (6)
only* (4)

opposite of (6)

order*(v) (5)
other (6)

out* (4)

out of reach* (3)
outside* (3)

overcoat (5)

own (9)

page (3)

paint (8)

pan* (3)
party (8)

pass* (8)

pay for* (1)
pay attention to* (1)

peace be upon him (9)

person* (8)
pick* (2)

piece (of sth)* (2)

plan(n) (7)
plan(v) (8)

plant* (1)

plenty (of)* (7)
p.m. (8)

pocket (3)

poor* (8)
post office (2)

preach (9)
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pretty* (1)
prophet (9)
push* (4)
put ... on (8)

quite (2)

raise* (2)
really* (6)
receive (8)
receive sb with open arms (9)
remember* (1)
repair (8)
repeat (5)
reply* (8)
return* (3)
rial (1)
rich* (8)
right now (4)
ripe* (2)
rise* (6)
road* (4)

salad (1)
same* (7)
Scotland* (6)
season (7)
seat(n) (6)
second (4)
secret* (7)
seed* (7)
sell (5)
send (9)

sense(n) (9)
sentence* (5)
servant* (3)
set* (8)
share* (8)
shine* (7)
side* (4)
since (9)
sing* (6)
sitting room (4)
sixth (9)
size (3)
sleepy (3)
smoke (6)
snow (n) (4)
snow (v) (2)
snowplow* (4)
so* (1)
solve (3)
so many* (6)
some day* (7)
some more* (6)
something (2)
sorry (4)
south* (7)
Spain* (5)
Spanish* (5)
special* (7)
spring (2)
stand in line (2)
star (7)
steam* (6)
steam engine* (6)
still* (7)
story (3)
strange (8)
succeed* (6)
sunset* (8)

take an exam* (2)
taxi - driver* (4)
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team (6)
telephone number (3)
tell* (7)
than* (3)
therefore* (3)
third (4)
thirsty (2)
thousand* (7)
time* (3)
time (the first time) (5)
title (9)
tomato (3)
too*(adv) (4)
tooth (pl.teeth) (4)
top (on the top of)* (2)
travel* (5,2)
treat* (8)
trip (8)
true (9)
trustworthy (9)
truthful (9)
truthfulness (9)
try* (5)
Turkey (2)
turn against (9)
turn down (7)
turn (into)* (6)
turn off (7)
type(v) (8)

understand* (5,2)
United States* (5)
universe (9)
until* (3)

village (2)

voice* (4)

wagon* (6)

waiter* (5)

warm* (4)
way* (6)

wear (5)

weather (2)
welcome (sb) warmly (9)

wiegh* (6)

What do you do? (2)
What fun it was!* (4)

What size do you wear? (9)

what if (4)
whatever (3)

where (rel pron) (3)

Where do you come from? (2)
Where is he from? (2)

which* (2)

while*(conj) (5)
who (rel pron) (3)

Who is it on the phone? (2)

Who’s that man? (2)
Will you ...? (7)

winter (2)

wise (3)
wonder* (4)

work clothes* (8)

world* (1)
worse (4)

worship (9)

worst (4)
would (3)

Would you ...? (7)

yard* (4)
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